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FOREWORD

Very little is known about the magnitude and character of employer
provided onthejob training arid how the need for this training is affected by
the availability of schoolprovided vocational education. To address these
and other issues, the National Center for Research in Vocation Education com
missioned the Gallup Organization to conduct telephone interviews with over
3,500 employers. This paper is the first of a series of papers analyzing
these data. Future work will refine and elaborate on the models presented in
this paper and explore the impact of other employer and employee characteris
tics on employerprovided training and the productivity of new employees.

This research would not have been possible without the cooperation and
assistance of 3,500 employers who so graciously responded to our telephone
interview. We greatly appreciate the time and the insights that these very
busy men and women contributed to the study.

The project is also indebted to the many employers who assisted in the
design of the interview- instrument. In this regard, special thanks are due to
Jim Medoff, Harvard University; Frank Stafford, Chairman of the Department of
Economics, University of Michigan; Clifford Roe, Supervisor of Salaried Union
Relations and EEO Administrator (retired), Buffalo Divisions, Westinghouse
Electric Corporation; and William J. Dennis, Research Director, National Fed
eration of Independent Business. Wilson S. Johnson, President of the Nation
al Federation of Independent Business, was very supportive of the study and
graciously provided a letter of introduction that we sent to ail the employers
selected for an interview.

We wish to express our gratitude to the National Institute of Education
for sponsoring this study and to Warren Simmons, who served as project offi
cer, for his guidance and support. We want to thank the members of the Na
tional Center Research Division's advisory committee for their suggestions in
the development and execution of the study. The committee consists of Howard
Rosen, Chairperson; William Brooks, General Motors; Jose Cardenas, Intercul
tural -Developmental Research Association; David Clark, Indiana University;
Ellen Greenberger, University of California, Irvine; Charles Knapp, Tulane
University; Marion Pines, Mayor's Office of Manpower Resources, Baltimore;
Peter Rossi, University of Massachusetts; Beatrice Reubens, Columbia Univer
sity; Henrietta Schwartz, San Francisco State University; and Lana Wertz,
Aetna Life and Casualty.

Thanks are extended to the staff at the Gallup Organization, who super
vised the telephone survey: Mitchell Cohen, Nancy Nygreen, Peggy Ashton, and
Corine Kyle. Terrence Davey did the programming and database preparation; the
manuscript was edited by Janet Kiplinger and typed by Vera Mueller and Cathy
Jones.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Director
The National. Center for Research

in Vocational Education
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EXECIULVE SUMMARY

This paper examines the relationship between the two major forms of occu-
pationally specific education and training--school-provided vocational educa-
tion and employer-provided on-the-job training. It addresses three specific

What determines the amount of on-the-job training typically of-
fered to new hires for the job? Do jobs that require school-
ptuvi,1-1 rrnning tend to offer more or less on-the-job
train:

Holding eoustant Lhe job and the firm, what association does the
previous sc:,01-provided vocational education or relevant work
experience of a new hire have with his/her reported productivity,
training time, and wage rate?

Do firms receive benefits from hiring already-trained workers-
greater productivity and reduced training costs--that outweigh the
higher wages they pay these new hires?

The data that have been analyzed are from a national survey of employers that
was funded out of an institutional grant from the National Institute of Educa-
tion to the National Center for Research in Vocational Education. The survey
was a reinterview of the employers who responded to a survey funded by the
U.S. Department of Labor in the summer of 1980.

This survey of 3,847 employers obtained a great deal of detailed data on
the amount and nature of employer-provided training for specific, recently
hired individuals. Employers reported that school-provided vocational train-
ing was required for 9.5 percent of the jobs studied, and "important but not
required" for another 37.9 percent of jobs. When different jobs are compared,
school-provided vocational training seems to be complementary with employer-
provided, on-the-job training. Jobs that have school-provided vocational
training as a prerequisite for hiring offer newly hired workers greater
amounts of on- the -job. training. On-the-job training is also greater in jobs
that require more general education and that expect the worker to direct the
work of others.

A proxy measure of the reduced productivity of the newly hired worker
during the training period was obtained by asking the new workers' supervisurs
to compare and then rate the re] ative productivity of the new hires at three
different points in their tenure at the firm: during the first two weeks of
employment, during the next ten weeks, and at the time of the interview six or
more months later. Firms chat for the same job had hired workers with and
without previous school-based vocational training were asked the same sequence
of questions about both workers. The comparison of the answers for the two
different occupants of the same job can tell us whether new hires with school-
based vocational training required less supervision and training time during
the first thre. months at the firm and whether their supervisor saw Lnem as
more productive both initially and after six or more months at the firm.
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Once the job and employer are specilled, there is a limited degree of
substitutability between the two types of training. When comparing occupants
of the same job at the same firm, we found that new hires with relevant
school-provided vocational training required a statistically significant 18
percent lower amount of on-the-job training.

Employers reported that the occupants of a job with relevant school-
provided vocational training were significantly more productive than the occu-
pants of that job that lacked such training. The productivity index was a
statistically significant 9 percent higher in the first two weeks and 6 to 7
percent higher, thereafter. Wage rates were higher as well. During the first
three months, training cost reductions of 7.5 percent of the output of a work-
er with two years of tenure seem to be achieved. The training cost reduction
is significantly greater than the increment/ in starting wage rates that a
person with relevant vocational background is able to obtain. All of the
effects described above are largest in small establishments.

The finding that new employees who have relevant school-provided voca-
tional training are lesS costly to train (but not much more costly to employ)
than the other employees hired by the firm in the same job implies that there
are hidden benefits of vocational education that are not being measured by
traditional studies of the returns to vocational education. Vocational train-
ing benefits society in three ways: by raising the wage rates and earnings of
the people who receive school-provided vocational education, by lowering the
wage rates of certain types of skilled and semiskilled jobs (therefore lower-
ing the prices of the products produced by firms that employ these workers),
and by providing hidden externality benefits to firms that hire trained work-
ers. Our study is the first to provide evidence of this third effect.

Other important policy implications of our data analysis derive from the
finding that a vocationally trained worker's reported productivity is higher
and training costs lower only when the job heRhe has use of
the training received. DayMont and Rumberger (1982) and Campbell et al.
(1981) have obtained similar results in analyzing the New Youth Cohort of the
National Longitudinal Survey. Compared to those with a general education,
those who took high school vocational education courses earned more when their
jobs were related to their training and earned less when their jobs were not
related to their training. These findings tend to suggest that vocational
training programs should strive to obtain high training-related placement
rates.

Another major finding of the study is that new hires with a good deal of
relevant job experience prior to being hired take less time to train and have
higher productivity indexes than new hires for the same job who have no such
job experience. These differences are both statistically and substantively
significant. Compared to those with no experience, new hires with five years
of relevant job experience tend to have productivity indexes that are 16 per-
cent higher in the first two weeks, 11 percent higher in the next ten weeks,
and 6 percent higher after six to twenty-four monthS. Those with more than
ten years of relevant job experience have productivity indexes that are 28,
19, and 11 percent higher, respectively. Required training time is reduced



as well. In our sample the new employee with five years of experience re-
ceived about five fewer hours of formal OJT and about twenty-three fewer hours
of informal OJT than a new hire with no previous experience. Five years of
experience reduces the training time index by about 22 percent. When the
effects on productivity and training time are combined, the data imply that
It worker with at I east 1 i ve yea rs of re levant j oh experience r,ithcr
than one with no experience saves the firm during the first three months
resources equivalent to 16 percent of the output of a worker with two years
tenure. Starting wage rates are only 8 perCent higher for workers with five
years of experience, so the firm benefits (receives a quasi rent) when it

hires an experienced employee. The productivity advantage of those with
previous relevant experience continues into the second and third years at the
firm, but it diminishes enough so that productivity effects and wage effects
become roughly equal.

Our findings about productivity, training time, and wage rates imply that
on-thesrr'training by employer A not only benefits the employee and employer
A (as implied by Becker's theory of on-the-job training) but also benefits
other employers in the industry who hire workers who quit or are laid off by
employer A. In other words, OJT creates externalities--social benefits that
are not captured by either the trainer or the trainee. As in the case of vo-
catiorial training, a market failure exists and the justification for govern-
ment subsidy of the externality creating activity is strengthed.

When calculating the social benefits of vocational training or of on-the-
job training/work experience, these externalities should be added to conven-
tionally measured benefits derived by comparing the earnings of workers\ who
have received the training to the earnings of comparable individuals who have
not received it. While the externalities we have identified are substantively
important, they are not likely to be large enough by themselves to cause
benefit-cost ratios to be greater than one unless the incremental, cost of vo-
cational education is-Very small. A rough estimate of the size of the exter-
nality is 5 percent of three months' wages for relevant vocational training
and 8 percent of three months' wages for five years of relevant job experi-
ence. The evidence for the existence of an externality relates only to the
first three months. We have. no measures of time inputs into training beyond
the first three months and our data on differentials in reported productivity
and wage rates six to twenty-four months after being hired are consistent with
a hypothesis of no continuing externalities. Five percent of three months'
wages is 1.25 percent of a year's wage. An upper bound estimate of the size
of the 'externality, 2.75 percent of a year's wage, is obtained by assuming
that 60 percent of the individuals' jobs are relevant to training and are at
firms that also hire those without vocational training, that the beneficial
impact of training does not diminish, that job changes occur regularly every
three years, and that the -real discount rate is 10 percent. These point
estimates of the size of the hidden externalities can be calculated only by
making rather' strong assumptions about the valuation of the time inputs of
trainers and the scaling of our productivity index and so must be treated with
caution.

Regardless of the size of such a hidden externality, the socially optimal
amount of occupationally specific training. will not be provided unless the

xi
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employer, the employee, and the puhlle all share in its cost!-;. FOr a number
of reasons (e.g., minimum wage, immediate needs for income, lack of foresight,
discrimination) employees. are often unable or unwilling to pay a large enough
share of the costs of training (by accepting low wage rates early in their job
tenure) to make it profitable for-the employer to provide the optimal amounts
of on-the-job training.

Currently, schOol-based occupational training receives public subsidy,
while employer-provided training does not. The differential availability of
subsidies may have resulted in schools' offering types of occupational train-
ing that might better be obtained as part of a job. It may be that expansion

of employer training would yield an exceptionally large.social payoff.

Methods of promoting and/or subsidizing employer-provided training are not

easy to devise, however, and research needs to he directed at exploring a

variety of alternatives.

xi'



1. INTRODUCTION

All educational and training activities--whether located in a school or
on the job--generate some social benefits that are not necessarily received by
the 'student /trainee or by the organization doing the training. People whohave received considerable education and training benefit others in society by
paying higher taxes, by being less likely to require welfare payments or unem-ployment compensation, by being less likely to commit crime, by being morelikely to give time and money to charity, by being less likely to experiencelong periods of hospitalization that are paid for by insurance or government,
by being more likely to make scientific discoveries or artistic contributions
that benefit others in the society, and in many other ways (Haveman and Wolfe1982). Economists call the social benefits such as these "spillovers" or "ex-ternalities."

When deciding on the type and amount of education and training to under-
take, however, most individuals do not take such benefits into account. Theirmotivations for obtaining education and training are the private benefits such
schooling experience confers: the enjoyment derived from being a student, the
higher after-tax income, the prestige and consumption benefits of having an
education, the private benefits of improved health, and so forth. Since these
private benefits account for only part of the total benefits to society of
education and training, private decisions will lead to too little education
and training being undertaken unlesS' public agencies intervene and partially
subsidize the cost. The amount of public subsidy that is appropriate isclosely related to'the size of the spillover or externalitity benefits ofeducation and training. ;he case for public subsidy of schooling has been
made many times (Cohn. 1979; Hartman 1973; ,Mundel 1973). Public provision ofeducation and training (i.e., public schools, occupational skill training)
is not, however, the only or necessarily the most efficient institutional ar-
rangement for ensuring that the socially optimal amount, nature, and qualityof education and training are undertaken. Privately controlled secondary andpostsecondary institutions are an important alternative to publicly controlled
institutions, although they are not the only ones.

1.1 Employer-provided Training

Many of the competencies that make one a productive worker are more ear-
ily learned on a job than in a classroom. Examples of skills that are bestLearned 7t a job are how to operate a specific type of equipment and how to
adjust to the nine-to-five work routines of an office or factory. Since thosewho receive on-the-job training (OJT) earn higher incomes, and consequently
pay more taxes, receive less welfare, and commit fewer crimes and so forth, a
case can he made for public subsidy of OJT. Typically, the empi yer has ef-
fective control over how much training is provided on the job. Much of whatis learned is useful at more than one firm, however, so employers who invest
in this training often end up subsidizing their competition because many ofthe employees they train eventually leave to work for neighboring firms (e.g.,
a secretary trained on a IBM Displaywriter might go to another firm that usesDisplaywriters).

ti



Becker (1975) suggests that how the costs and benefits of on-the-job
training are shared between employer and employee depends upon the extent to
which on-the-job training is general rather than firm specific. Firm specific
training raises the worker's productivity in the organization that pro7ides
the training, but cannot be applied in other organizations. The outcome of
specific training might be knowing how to operate a particular piece of ma-
chinery in a way that avoids breakdowns, knowing where to find things in the
plant, learning who to ask for advice about particular matters, and learning
how to satisfy one's supervisor's idiosyncracics.

General training raises a worker's ability to be productive in other
organizations as well as the one providing the training. General training in-
cludes activities such as: learning how to operate or repair a type of ma-
chine used by many organizations, learning how to read a blueprint, an( devel-
oping good work habits--punctuality, reliability, self-discipline, abillity to
work as part of a team -that are important for success in any job.

The nature of current training (whether it is general or firm specific)
and the time patterns of the training costs influence the amount and time
pattern of the wage paid the worker and the distribution of the costs and ben-
efits of training among employers and workers. As the generally trained work-
ers become more productive, the firm will be forced to raise its wage to keep
them. Since the workers, not the firm, get the benefits of the training, a
firm will not be able to bear any of the training cost without reducing pro-
fits. Thus, in Becker's model the competitive firm that provides only general
training will offer during the training period a wage equal to the value of
the marginal product of the worker, minus the cost of the training. Some
workers will volunteer to work during training at this wage, even if it is be-
low what could be earned elsewhere without the training, because it will mean
a higher wage later.

Becker's theory of OJT training predicts that the costs and the benefits
of providing specific training are shared by the employees and their employer.
Workers who are specifically trained will not be offered comparable wages by
other firms because the productivity of the specifically trained worker will
be higher in the firm in which specific training is received than it is in
another firm. Therefore, firms offering this type of training can recover
part'of this training cost by offering trained workers a posttraining salary
lower than their marginal product in that firm, but higher than their (current
or future) marginal product elsewhere. The employees' contribution to the
costs of general and specific training is the difference between their wage
during training and the wage they could obtain in a job that offered no train-
ing opportunities. We can measure the amount of OJT training that is paid for
by employees by estimating how much and how quickly both wages and productiv-
ity rise with tenure at the firm.

The employer's contribution to the costs of specific training consists of
the productivity lost by other workers who orient and train new workers and
the difference between the wage paid the new employee and-his/her productivity
during the training period. The employer may eventually be compensated for
incurring these costs by an increase in the workers' marginal product above
the real wage in the posttraining period.

13



1.2 School-based Education and Tr'aining

Schools and colleges are and will remain the dominant preparers of our
nation's youth for the labor market. Employers have a considerable interest
in the nature and quality of the education (both basic and vocational) that
schools and colleges provide. If a school leaver cannot read an instruction
booklet, an experienced worker must be taken off the production line and
asked to teach the new employee the job one-on-one. This raises the employ-
er's costs and reduces the productivity of the work force. A school leaver
who has received instruction on the kinds of machines an employer uses is
immediately productive. The employer profits, and productivity is improved.
Thus, formal vocational education that is relevant to a job can reduce train-
ing costs and/or increase productivity by substituting for general on-the-job
training or by facilitating either general or specific OJT. Some of the bene-
fits of a good education or a quality training program accrue to the worker
because employers compete for the school leavers they believe to be most qual-
ified. Various imperfections of the market and the possibility that some of
the training may be specific to a very small number of employers, however, may
prevent the worker from receiving all of the benefits of his/her education and
training. Some of the benefits may accrue to the employer.

The conventional way of measuring the benefits of training compares the
earnings of training program graduates to the earnings of a (preferably
randomly assigned) control group of similar individuals who have not been
trained. If factor and product markets are competitive and wages adjust up
and down to equilibrate demands and supplies for each occupational and skill
gr.:Alp, both trained and untrained workers will be paid exactly what they con-
tribute to the firm--what an economist calls their marginal value product. If
there are no externalities, earnings differentials measured by the convention-
al approach will be equal to the social benefits of training. However, when
labor markets are imperfectly competitive, the neat correspondence between
wage differentials and social benefits breaks down. Johnson (1982) and
Gustman and Steinmeier (1982) have shown how the existence of a minimum wage
can, under some circumstances, make the social payoff of training much greater
than the measured wage differential. Bishop (1978) has shown that the dis-
tortion of the labor market created by unions causes individuals to underesti-
mate the true social return to college by about 10 percent.

Okun (1981), Williamson, Wachter, and Harris (1975), and others have
pointed out that the relationship between employers and their permanent em-
ployees has many elements of bilateral monopoly. The implicit and explicit
contracts that regulate pay and work rules often make adjustments to new eco-
noMic environments by the firm more costly. Incompetent workers become diffi-
cult to fire, and relative wage rates become difficult to change. Promotion
ladders and relative wages are designed with both incentives (to reduce shirk-
ing) and productivity in mind. The internal labor market that develops allo-
cates labor bureaucratically rather than by adjustments in relative wages.
Under these circumstances, it is not common for some groups of workers to be
paid significantly less than they are worth and for others to be paid signifi-
cantly more (Medoff and AbraliPm 1981).
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The statement that an occupation is experiencing a shortage indicates
that the value of the marginal product of these workers is greater than their
wage. When such a shortage occurs, the firm responds by offering bounties to
pe.:sons ,,ho recruit new employees, by paying search firms large bonuses to

find new employees, by lowering minimum hiring standards, and by training and
upgrading untrained workers. (The "bounty" practice is illustrated in the

Wall Street Journal's 14 JUly 1982 article on the Loral Corporatioo-a :irm
that was offering a $5,000 bonus to employees who recruited engineers witii
four years of experience.) Thus a school-based program that trains people
fora "shortage" occupation benefits employers of the trainee as well as the
trainee because the employer's recruitment and training costs are reduced.
This potential benefit of vocational education has been ignored by the bene-
fit-cost studies of employability development programs that have been done to
date. This interim report is the first study to explore that potential bene-
fit.

This interim report on the status of the Employer Survey analysis will
address three issues:

What determines the amount of on-the-job training typically of-
fered to new hires for a job? Do jobs that require school-
provided vocational training tend to include more or less on-the-
job training?

Holding constant the job and the firm, what association does the
previous school-provided vocational education or relevant work ex-
perience of a new hire have with his/her reported productivity,
training time, and wage rate?

Do firms receive benefits from hiring already trained workers-
greater productivity and reduced training costs--that outweigh the
higher wages they pay these new hires?

The data that have been analyzed are from a national survey of employers con-
ducted during the spring and summer of 1982 that was funded out of an insti-
tutional grant from the National Institute of Education to the National Center
for Research in Vocational Education. The survey was a reinterview of a sam-
ple of the employers who responded to a survey funded by the U.S. Department
of Labor in the summer of 1980.

The Gallup Organization conducted this survey under a contract with the
National Center for Research in Vocational Education. A copy of the relevant
portion of this survey is included as appendix C. A description of Gallup's
data collection procedures is included as appendix B. A total of 3,847 inter-

views were completed in the wave-2 survey. Not all firms answered the neces-
sary questions, so the data pertaining to the employment experiences of newly

hired employees were assembled for approximately 3,500 employees.

The second wave of the Employer Survey obtained a great deal of detailed
data on the amount and nature of employer-provided training. Formal training

programs run by specialized training personnel were distinguished from infor-

mal on-the-job training. The time inputs of the new hire were distinguished
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I rom the time inputs ul other italf. A proxy measure of the reduced produc-
tivity of the newly hired worker during the training period was obtained by
asking the new workers' supervisors to compare and then rate the relative pro-
ductivity of the new hires at three different points in their tenure at the

firm: during the first two weeks of employment, during the next ten weeks,
and at the time of the interview six or more months later. These were com-
pared to the productivity rating given the average experienced worker who had
been in that job for two years.

-The employer benefits of vocational training can be measured by comparing
the training costs and reported productivity levels of recently hired, voca-
tionally trained employees to the training costs and reported productivity
levels of untrained new employees in the same job. Firms that, for the same
job, have hired workers wi_th and without previous school-based vocational
training, were asked the same sequence of questions about both workers. The
comparison of the answers for the two different occupants of the same'.;ob can
tell is whether new hires with school-based vocational training required less
supervision and training time during the first three months at the firm and
whether their supervisors saw them as more productive both initially and after
six or more months at the firm. Never before has such a comprehensive set of
questions about hiring dad training costs been asked of a large national sam-
ple of employers.

The analysis of Employer Survey data presented in this paper is divided
into two sections. The first section examines the impact of the characteris-
tics of the firm and job on the amount of training received by the typical new
employee./ The second section examines whether, when the job is held constant,
variations in the amount of previous vocational education and work experience
are related to 'variations in the reported productivity of a new worker, the
amount of training he/she requires, and the wage rate that is orfered.

DhTERMINANTS OF THE LEVEL OV
ON-THEJOR TRALNING

The primary determinant of the amount of on-the-job training that a new
employee gets is the job he/she is entering. In this section of the paper we
will examine the impact of two characteristics of the job--occupation and the
amount of school-provided vocational training required by the employer when
hiring for this joh--on the amount of OJT the new employee receives. We will
also examine the impact of two characteristics of the establishment--its size
and rate of growth--on the amount of OJT.

Let us begin by examining the relationship between the reported impor-
tance of previous school-provided voctional training when selecting new em-
ployees and the amount and success of employer-provided on-the-job training.
The question about the importance of vocational education was worded as fol-
lows: "When interviewing applicants for this position, how important is the
previous school-provided vocational training in your hiring decision ?"



Then four alternative answers were read to the respondent. The responses

received were as follows:

It is required
It's important but not required
Not too important
Not important at all

9.5%
37.9%
23.8%
28.8%
100.0%

Table 1 presents the means for our training investment and productivity growth

variables calculated separately by the reported importance of vocational edu-

cation in selecting new employees for thaL job.

TABLE 1

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN REQUIRING VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
AND THE AMOUNT OF ON-THE-JOB TRAINING

Importance of School-Provided Vocational Training
Important, But

Required Not Required
Not Too
Important

Not At All
Important

Hours Spent in Specific Training
Activities in the First Three Months

Watching others do the job 57.3 58.0 43.1 33.8

Formal training programs 17.0 12.9 10.7 6.2

Informal training by management 61.0 57.3 48.3 42.2

Informal training by coworkers 23.8 30.5 20.7 19.4

Training time index 187.9 175.8 142.2 113.4

Reported Productivity

Index value in first 2 weeks 45.3 47.9 48.2 51.4

Index value in next 10 weeks 61.5 63.6 64.6 67.0

Index value at 2 years 82.5 81.4 82.0

Rise between 2nd and next 10 weeks 16.2 15.6 16.5 15.5

Rise between first 3 months and 2nd year 21.0 17.9 15.4 15.0

Ratio of Training Costs During_First 3 Months
to Productivity of Worker with 2 Years amore

Trainees lower productivity .28 .22 .19 .19

Total cost (conservative assumptions) .55 .46 .39 .38

Total cost (liberal assumptions) .66 .56 .46 .43

Jobs that require previous school-based vocational education also offer

new employees more on-the-job training (see table 1). In the first three

months, new employees in jobs that require previous school-based vocational

training average 57 hours of watching others do the job, while those with jobs

not requiring vocational training spend only 34 hours watching others. For

formal training the contrast is 17 versus 6 hours, for informal training by

management, the. contrast is 61 hours versus 42, and for informal training by
coworkers the contrast. is 24 versus 19.4. The fifth line of table 1 presents

an index of the value of the time invested in on-the-job training during the

first ,three months at a new job. The management staff members who pxovide
formal and informal training are assumed to be paid one and a half times as

6
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as mach as the trainee. Not all ot this time calls for a complete Loss of
current output, however, because informal training generally calls for one of
the participants to be directly involved in a production activity. The train-
ing time index is equal to .8 times hours watching others plus 1.8 times hours
in [urinal training programs plus 1.5 times hours of informal training by man-
agement plus hours of informal training provided by coworkers. The index can
be viewed as an estimate of the number of hours of staff (weighted) and train-
ee time that is devoted to training during the first. three months (520 hours)
of 'tenure. -Jobs that require vocational education have a mean index value of
188, while jobs for which vocational education is not important at all have a
mean index value of 113.

The impact of this training can be assessed by examining how the reported
productivity of the typical new workers rises with tenure.1 The questions
that asked for a supervisor's report of the productivity of typical new em-
ployees were worded as follows:

Please rate your employee on a productivity scale of zero
to 1UU, where 1UU equals the maximum productivity rating
any of your employees in (NAME'S) position can attain, and
zero is absolutely no productivity by your employees.

1. What productivity score would you give your typical
worker who has been in this job for two years?
(PROBE FOR NUMBER)

2. Now, for each of the following tine periods, compare
the productivity on this' same scale of (NAME 1 and
NAME 2 and your tyical worker in this position.
What is the productivity of (NAME /your typical
worker) during (REAL) LIST) . . .

A. (His/her) first 2
weeks of employment?

B. From,(his/her) 3rd week
of the 12 week at work?

C. (DO NOT ASK FOR TYPICAL
WORKER) Today? OR, iF
NAME NO LONGER WORKS
FOR COMPANY READ: The
last week NAME worked
for your company'?

TYPICAL
NAME 1 NAME 2 WORKER

1. The interview questions about the productivity of recently hired employees
were intended to provide ordinal indicators of the relative productivity of
one worker at different points in time or two different workers in the identi-
cal job. They are not attempting to measure productivity in any absolute
sense and therefore are not comparable across firms. Many of the uses made of
these data only require that the magnitude of training investments that com-
bine time inputs of other staff with the Lower productivity of the trainee re-
quire an assumption that the index is cardinal and proportional of true pro-
ductivity plus a random error.

7



Table 1 presents data on the productivity of the typical worker according Lo

whether vocational education is required or not. We expect greater amounts of

on-the-job training to be associated with Larger improvements in the produc-

tivity index as the employee's tenure increases. The rise of the productivity

index over the course of the first month or so of employment does not seem to

vary with the importance the employer places on previous vocational training.

The increase between the first three months and the end of the second year,

however, is much greater in the jobs that require vocational education--21.0

points or 34 percent--than it is in jobs for which vocational education is not

important--where productivity is raised by 15 points or only 22 percent.

An examination of table 2 reveals that there are substantial differences

among occupations in the number of hours new hires spend in training. During

the first three months, the typical professional, technical, or mailag%20 I_a_ em-

ployee spends 14 hours in formal. training, 9b hours in informal training, and

YU hours watching others do the job. Service workers seem to receive only 5.6

hours of formal training and 3U hours of informal training, and they spend

only 29 hours learning by watching others do the job. Lower investment in

training seems to be associated with smaller rises in the productivity index.

The productivity index of service workers rises only 11.6 points between the

third and twenty-fifth months of employment. By contrast, the productivity

index of professionals, technicians, and managers rises 21.5 points, and that

of clerical workers rises 20.4 points.

TABLE 2

OCCUPATION AND THE COST OF TRAINING A WORKER

Professional
Technical

Managerial Clerical Sales
Oluo-Collar
Occupations Service

Hours Spent in Specific Training
Activities in the First Three Months

Watching others d9 the job 70.2 50.5 51.0 45.1 2B.0

Formal training programs 14.2 12.2 15.3 9.3 5.6

Informal training by management 71.4 54.5 54.9 49.1 53.7

Informal training by coworkers 26.4 26.0 15.1 10.1 15.9

Training time index 199.3 168.3 166.5 142.0 99.6

Reported Productivity

Index value in first 2 weeks 45.3 44.7 46.5 49.9 55.8

Index value in next 10 weeks 60.4 62.8 62.b 64.8 70.8

Index value at 2 years 81.8 83.1 79.8 60.1 82.4

Rise between 2nd and next 1U weeks 15.0 18.1 16.0 14.9 15.0

Rise between first 3 months and 2nd year 21.5 20.3 17.4 15.3 11.6

Ratio of Training Costs DuringFirst 3 Months
to Productivity of Worker with-2 Years enure

Trainees lower productivity .24 .25 .24 .20 .15

Total cost (conservative assumptions) .53 .48 .47 .41 .30

Total cost (liberal assumptions) .64 .57 .54 .49 .36

Number of Observations, 325 600 369 849
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fhe association between training, Lime and growth of the productivity ia-
dex reflects both the payoff of greater inputs of training time and the great-
er need tor early investment in training in occupations where new employees
starting out are significantly less productive than employees who have been on
the job for a white.

Thu bottm.Ilicee rows of tables 1 and 2 present indices of training cost
that combine intormation on the time spent in specific training activities and
the lower productivity of new workers. The first of the three rows repotts
the proportionate amount by which the productivity index of new employees in
their first three months of employment is Lower than the productivity index of
workers with two years of tenure.- in jobs that require previous vocational
education, new employees in the first three months of employment have a pro-
ductivity index that is typically 25 percent Lower than that of workers wick
two years 01 tenure. In jobs for which vocational education is not important
at all, new employees typically have productivity indexes that are 19 percent
loner than those of workers with two years of tenuue. Professional, techni-
cal, and managerial employees arc reported to start out at an average of 23
percent below workers with two years of tenure (see table 2). New employees
in a service occupation seem to start out with a penalty of only 15 percent.
These data tend to confirm the proposition that learning curves for highly
skilled jobs start lower and rise more slowly than for unskilled jobs.

The other two rows of the bottom panel of tables 1 through 4 are our es-
timates of the total cost of on- the--job training during the first three months
of employment. Costs are calculated relative to the productivity of a worker
with two years of tenure. The conservative estimate of OJT costs is obtained
by adding the value of the time expended by othersmanagement and coworkers-
to the estimate of the new worker's lower productivity.-3 The liberal est i-

mate of OJT costs assumes that the trainee produces no current output when bey,/
she is engaged in formal training or watching others do the work. and so adds

--------------.

2. If employer reports of a worker's prOductiviLy are equal to an uni,:i)ovn

constant times the worker's true marginal product plus a random error, per-
centage differences in coif means of the productivity index can be interpretLd
as unbiased estimators of percentage differences in true productivity. if the
variations in the productivity scores assigned by-supervisors exaggerates the
proportionate variations in the true productivity, the estimates of the magni-
tude of .training costs given in the bottom three rows of tables 1 through 4
will he too EVOM though it is possible for a worker's true producti%,-
ity to be negative, the scale was defined as having a lower limit of zero,
Floors and ceilings on a scale typically cause measurement errors to be nega-
tively correlated with the true value. in our case this may result in an
understatement of tne percentage differene es between groups and therefore of
the magnitude of training costs.

3. Tne following assumptions produce this calculation: employer reports are
a constant times true productivity plus a random error. The managerial and
coworker time reported to be devoted to training is IOU percent devoted to

training as reported, the managerial staff members who provide training are
paid 1.5 times what workers with two years of tenure earn, and the reported
lower productivity of new workers relative to those with two. years of tenure
captures the loss of trainee productivity because of training activities.

9
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the value of the trainee's time devoted to formal training and watching others

to the conservative estimate of OJT costs.4 The value of trainee time de-

voted to informal training by management and coworkers is not added because

employers report that most informal training activities call for a supervisor

or more experienced coworker to supervise, watch and/or advise the trainee
while the trainee is engaged in a directly productive activity.

The most remarkable thing about these estimates is their Large size. Us-

ing Liberal assumptions, professionals receive on-the-job training investments

during their first three months of employment that cost the firm and the em-

ployee b4 percent of the contribution to output of someone with two years of

experience in the firm. Under conservative assumptions, the cost is 53 per-

cent of an experienced worker's output. Jobs that require previous school-
based vocational training offer a similarly high Level of on-the-job training.

Even the unskilled service job; that one would think would not involve much

training-seem to have OJT costs during the first three months of between 30

and,36 percent of the experienced worker's wage. Overall, the highest Level

jobs involve the proportionately greatest amount of on-the-job training.

The relationship between on-the-job training and establishment size is

explored in table 3. A strong positive relationship was anticipated. Some

types or training seem to increase with size (formal on-the-job training and

informal training by coworkers), but another type of training (informal train-

ing by management), is used most frequently by very small establishments.

When these counteracting effects are combined, establishments with over 500

employees have the highest training time index, but establishments with fewer

than ten employees have the second highest index. The cost of training also

seems to follow a U-shaped pattern--highest in small and large establishments

and lowest in establishments with 10-50 employees. The increase in the pro-

ductivity that results from the training seems to be greater in establishments

with more than 100 employees. This might he interpreted as suggestive evi-

dence that the training provided by large establishments is more effective

than that provided by small establishments.

The impact of, an establishment's rate
and effectiveness of training is explored in
the cost of training would be higher and its
ing firms.. Establishments growing more than
time in training their new employees than
growth of the productivity index does not

of employment growth on the cost
table 4. Our hypothesis was that
effectiveness lower in fast grow-
20 percent do seem to invest more
firms growing more slowly. The

seem to be correlated with the

firm's rate of 'employment growth. The level of the productivity index at all

4. The first three assumptions are the same. The fourth assumption is that

the productivity scores that are assigned describe the trainees' contributions

to current output when they are not engaged in training activities and when

receiving informal training by management or coworkers. During the other two

kinds of training activities--formal training and watching others do the job-

the trainee is assumed to contribute nothing to current output.
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lABLE 3

THE RELATIONSHIP OF COST OF

_ _

Hours Spent in Specific Training

TRAINING A WO-iKER 10 ESTABLISHMENT SIZE.

I tri,h,Lmp efmen a so ,m 61
0-9 10-49 50-100 100-499

Activities In thET-TTrst three Months

Watching others do the job 48.9 44.2 53.5 46.7 59.6

Formal training programs 11.0 9.5 11.8 9.3 25.6

Informal gaining by management 59.4 43.9 51.2 45.9 56.6

Informal training by coworkers 22.1 24.4 25.1 28.1 52.2

Training time index 161.9 136.4 160.3 140.7 228.2

Reported Productivity

Index value in first 2 weeks 48.7 50.1 49.7 44.5 43.2

Index value in next 10 weeks 63.7 65.4 60.8 63.5 b2.7

Index value at 2 years 81.0 80.7 82.5 84.1 84.0

Rise between 2nd week and next AO weeks 15.0 15.3 17.0 19.0 19.5

Rise between first 3 months and 2nd 'year 17.3 15.3 15.b 20.6 21.3

Ratio of training Costs During First 3 Months
to-Froductivity of Worker with 2 YearTh3nuro

Trainees lower productivity .21 .20 .21 .26 .31

Total cost (conservative assumptions) .46 .39 .41 .45 .59

Total cost (liberal assumptions) .55 .46 .50 .53 .68

Number of Observations 1U43 907 271 262 54

TABLE 4

THE IMPACT OF GROWTH ON THE COST OF TRAINING A WORKER

Growth Rate of the Establishment
Between December 1980 and December 1981

Increase
Over
20%

detwocn
5 to 20%

Between
+5 to -5%

BelWeen
-5 to -20%

Decline
of Over
20%

Hours Spent in Specific Training
Act57it1es in the First-it-Tree Months

Watching others do the job 55.7 51.0 46.6 47.0 42.3

Formal training programs 15.d 14.9 8.2 8.9 11.5

Informal training by management 65.7 . 41.2 49.5 48.2 59.6

Informal training by coworkers 26.2 27.3 24.1 26.5 19.2

Training time index 184.7 151.7 137.3 153.0 467.7

Reported Productivity

Index value in first 2 weeks 46.9 47.7 50.0 47.0 48.9

Index value in next 10 weeks 62.3 '64.1 65.5 64.4 64.3

Index value at 2 years 80.3 .81.0 82.2 80.5 81.4

Rise between 2nd week and next 10 weeks 15.4 16.4 15.4 17.4 15.4

Rise between first 3 months and 2nd year 18.0 16.9 16.8 16.4 17.1

Ratio of Training Costs During First 3 Months
to Productivity of Worker with 2 Years Tenure

Trainees lower productivity .22 .23 .20 .21 .22

Total cost (conservative assumptions) .46 . .42 .41 .43 .49

Total cost (liberal assumptions) .56 .51 .49 .50 .57

Number of Observations 329 397 1167 304 337
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stages in the employees' tenure does seem to he somewhat lower in the very
tast growing firms. This tends to support the hypothesis that last growing,

firms cannot set their hiring standards quite :is high as C;111 firms with stable
levels of employment. The fact that the output of training--rises in the pro-
ductivity index--is no greater in the last growing firms than in the stable
firms even though training investments are greater suggests that rapid organi-
zational expansion may reduce the effectiveness of the firm's training. While

these results are suggestive, conclusions cannot he drown until well-specified
multivariate models predicting training investments and outcomes have been es-
timated. This task will be taken up in later work.

3. DOES SCHOOL-PROVIDED VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
BENEFIT EMPLOYERS?

The vocational education provided by schools can aid employers in two
ways. It can make jobs that require previous school-based vocational educa-
tion easier to fill and it can lower the wage that must he paid in these jobs.
This is a market level phenomenon and will not he addressed in this paper (see
Gustman and Steinmeier (1982) for a discussion of the impact this .phenomenon
has upon benefit cost analysis of vocational education). The second way in
which' employers may benefit is it the vocationally trained workers they hire
typically are more productive and require less on-the-job training than other
workers doing the same jobs who have had no such training. This section of the
paper is devoted to testing for such an effect.

'L I Theory

if labor markets were perfectly competitive and information on the qual-
ity of potential job applicants were complete and without cost, competition
would force firms to pay new employees exactly what they contributed to the

firm. Firms would select their employees and set their wage rates in such a
way that the output produced by a new employee net of training costs would
exactly equal the wage paid the new employee.5 if a firm pays, the same wage
to all its new hires, there will be no identifiable class of these new hires
that is more productive than any other. This occurs despite the fart that

some categories of job applicants (e.g., those with previous vocational train-
ing) may have a higher average productivity level than others. Each firm
evaluates its job applicant and offers a job only to those .whose expected
productivity exceeds a cutoff point. Firms will be more likely to make ,job
offers to applicants with characteristics (e.g., vocational training or pre-
vious work experience) associated with a high productivity level. Workers
whose expected productivity is substantially above firm A's cutoff point, know
that other firms offering better jobs will recognize their productive poten-
tial and .therefore choose not to apply at firm A or choose to turn down firm

The sentence assumes that training produces general skills. if training
produces specific skills "net of training costs" should he replaced by "net of
the employee's share of training costs."
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A's job offer. Workers with expected productivity that is below firm A's cut-
off point either do not apply (because they know they are not qualified for
the job) or are not offered a job when they do apply. These workers must
settle for jobs at firms that offer somewhat less attractive positions. The
assumption of perfect markets, costless information, and no variation in the
firm's starting wage necessarily implies that everyone hired by the firm has
the same expected productivity.

Labor markets, however, are not perfect, and information about the com-
petence of job applicants is incomplete and costly to obtain and the training
received is not all general. Circumstances may therefore arise whereby cer-
tain classes of employees (i.e., vocationally trained workers) are on average
more productive than other employees who do the same work and are paid the
same wage. One circumstance that would produce such an outcome has already
been described: a tendency for vocational-technical institutions to focus
their training on occupations that are in shortage. Another circumstance that
might produce such an effect is a systematic tendency of employers to under-
estimate the benefits of school-provided vocational training (and possibly
overestimate the value of their own on-the-job training).6

A third circumstance that can produce such an effect is employer monop-
sony power in the local labor market for the specific skill a training program
produces.7 Training programs that are responsive to the needs of one large
employer in a rural area will typically give that employer the requisite
monopsony power. Let us assume, for example, that the only employer of air
conditioner assemblers in a labor market needs to hire 100 new employees.
Doing the training itself will cost the company $3,000 per trainee, so the
company persuades the local community college to set up a program to train air
conditioner assemblers that costs the public $2,000 per trainee. It hires all
80 graduates of the program and provides in-house training to another 20 inex-
perienced new Yires. To keep turnover low, the company sets its wage rate at
slightly above the going wage for unskilled labor in that labor market. The
employees who received training at public expense (and who, as a consequence,
require less OJT and are more immediately productive) do not receive higher
wages than those trained in-house, because both sets of workers have the same
unattractive alternative--leave their current jobs and take unskilled jobs at
a lower wage. No other employer in town can use the very specific skills
these workers have developed, and employers who do need these skills in other

6. Employers may also make systematic errors in evaluating other aspects of a
job applicant's credentials. Ivar Berg (1970) claims that employers exagger-
ate the true value of schooling, and many other studies have claimed that em-
ployers underestimate the productivity of women and minorities.

7. An employer has monopsony power in a particular segment of the labor mar-
ket when the firm is faced with a rising supply curve for workers in that seg-
ment. This typically occurs when the firm is the major or one of only a few
major employers in a local labor market of people trained in a specific occu-
pation.
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labor markets do not offer jobs that are sufficiently more attractive to in-
duce trained employees to move/out of town. The result is that the trainees
receive only slightly higher wages than they might otherwise have obtained. A
standard benefit-cost analysi4 that looks at the impact of training on the
wage rates of trainees would/ suggest to policymakers that, despite its high

i

placement rate, the training 'program had failed. In fact, however, the train-
ing program was a great suc ess. The employer saved $240,000 in training ex-
pense at a cost to the public of only ,$160,000.8

/

A fourth circumstance/that can produce this effect is significant varia-
bility--either random or EiYstematic with the season or the business cycle--in
the quality of the new hides a firm is able to attract. For example, when the
economy is at the bottoM of a recession, firms are typically able to hire
workers with greater they{ average amounts of previous training and experience
and higher than average levels of expected productivity. At the peak of the
cycle when labor markets/ are tight, the employers are typically forced to hire
workers who have less ,training and experience, and who are less productive.
The result is that some/ of a firm's employees (those hired during a recession)
are simultaneously more productive and better credentialed (i.e., have greater
training and experiencp) than other employees. Thus, seasonal and cyclic var-
iations in the tightness of labor markets can produce a positive within-firm
correlation between productivity and credentials even if all new hires at any
given point in time have identical expected productivity. There is also like-
ly to be significant random variation in the expected productivity of new
hires. Most job seE7kers have much less information about available jobs than
is assumed in models! of perfect labor markets. When offered a job, they can-
not be sure how good it is. Learning about alternatives takes time and money.
The costs of a job/searchtravel costs, lost earnings, and mental anguish-
are considerable, So an unemployed job seeker with one offer in hand will not
turn it down unles0 he/she expects future offers will be forthcoming that are
considerably more /attractive. About three-quarters of all unskilled and semi-
skilled job seekers accept the first job offer they receive. As a result, em-
ployers find that/ some of the time they are lucky and are able to recruit and
hire a worker with exceptionally strong credentials and higher than average

/

expectd productivity. On other occasions, the best qualifieu job applicants
turn the offers /down and the firm must settle for someone with average creden-
tials and expected productivity. Thus, random variation in the expected qual-
ity of the new/hires may produce a positive correlation between productivity
and credentials, even among people doing the same job who are paid the same
wage.

8. Even if/ the air conditioner manufacturer is the sole beneficiary in the
first round, it will not generally be the only beneficiary. If the availabil-
ity of fred training provided by the community college induced the air condi-
tioner manufacturer to open its plant in town, all workers in the town benefit
because total demand for labor and, therefore, everyone's wage rates will be
somewhat/higher as a result. If the free training induced the firm to expand

consumers will benefit as well. Effects such as the two mentioned in/
this footnote are pecuniary externalities that influence a benefit-cost analy-
sis on y to the extent policymakers care about the distribution of benefits.
They, eave the total dollar sum of benefits unchanged.

/
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The orgument of the previous paragraphs implies that when looking acros!;
worker,' doing the same job, there should be a positive correlation between
re:i!ixed productivity and positively valued credentials such as previous rel-
..ynL work experience and vocational educat ion, and that this correlation
should exist even if everyone is paid the same wage. By a similar argument
we would also expect that when Looking across a pool of workers doing the same
job, there would he a negative correlation between the amount of training a

specific new employee receives and the individual's positively valued creden-
tials, such as previous relevant work experience and vocational training. if
such correlations appear and the better qualified new hires are not paid high-
er wages, employers will receive a hidden externality benefit when the number
of workers with positively valued credentials is expanded. If such correla-
tions appear and the better qualified workers in the job receive higher wages
to exactly the degree that they are more productive and less costly to train,
no externalities are created, but employers benefit from increases in the num-
ber of such workers because such increases tend to lower the wage that must be
paid to obtain a good worker.

3.2 Testing for Employer Benefits

Testing the hypothesis that employers benefit i they hire already
trained workers requires that we measure the associz between background
and job performance in a sample of new hires. There i- geed for a struc-
tural model of the impact of background on job performance. Str,ctural models
of the relation between background and performance in a sample of job appli-
cants cannot be estimated using these data without bias because of the trun-
cated nature of the sample (the job applicants who were believed to have low
productivity were not hired, so observations on their job performance are not
available) (Brown 1982). The point of the previous section's theoretical
discussion is not that certain background characteristics have positive im-
pacts on productivity, but rather that given this positive correlation and the
selection mechanisms at work in the labor market, positive associations will
continue to exist between these characteristics and job performance even when
the job, the employer, and the wage rate are all held constant.

Our method of testing for association between background and job perform-
ance is to compare two individuals at the same firm in the same job (an alter-
nate, less preferred approach is described in appendix A). A simple way to
implement this comparison is to estimate univariate or multi-variate regres-
sions predicting the difference between the training received by (or reported
productivity of) person 1 and person 2 as a function of the differences in
their background characteristics. Let us assume that in a sample of people
who have been recently hired, job performance (Yip depends upon personal
characteristics (xij) and job characteristics (Zj). Thus we have:

Yid = 13Xij + HZj + u.. + v.
1J J

where

(I)

Yij is a vector of outcomes such as training time, supervisor reports
of a worker's productivity, or wage rate of employee "i" in job "j",

Xii is a vector of credentials or background characteristics of employ-
ee "i" in job "j",
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Zj is a vector of measurable characteristics of the job (j) including
characteristics of the employer,

u-- is a random error that is specific to the individual,
vj is job specific or respondent specific error.

A problem arises if we estimate equation 1. Because the wage rate and
the amount of training received depends upon unmeasured characteristics of the
job that are correlated with characteristics of the occupant of that job, the
covariance of Xij and vj is almost certainly nonzero, so biased estimates

of coefficient vector B will be produced. This problem can be finessed by
differencing equation (1) and estimating a model predicting the differences in
the outcomes experienced by two people in the same job at the same firm as a
function of differences in their background characteristics, as is shown in

equation (2).

Ylj Y2j = B(Xlj -X2j) ulj u2j (2)

where person 1 and 2 boti work in the same job "j"

Estimating this model produces unbiased estimates of B if the Xij's are
not correlated with the uij's.

The sample of jobs for which paired data are available was generated in
the following manner. A stratified random sample of 3,712 employers was in-
terviewed. Three hundred of these did not have the time for a long interview,
so shortened questionnaires were administered. Employers who received the
full questionnaire were asked to select "the last new employee your company
hired prior to August 1981 regardless of whether that person is, still employed

by your company." A total of 818 employers could not provide information for

a recent new hire. Most of these firms were small organizations that had not
hired anyone in recent memory. The employers that provided information on one

new hire were asked to provide data on a second new hire in the same job but
with contrasting 'mounts of vocational education. Of the 2,594 employers that
provided data of one new hire, 1,511 had not hired anyone else in that job in

the last two years, and .24 hired anyone with a different amount of vocational
training for that position in the last two years. As a result, data are
available on 659 pairs of individuals who have the same job at the same estab-

lishment. Missing data on specific questions used in the model further re-
duce' the sample used for estimation to about 590.9 Most of the establish-
ments from.which paired data are available are small. Seventy percent have
fewer than 50 employees and only 12 percent have more than 200.

The hypothesis being tested relates to the zero order relationship be-
tween background characteristic and various indicators of job performance
(controlling only characteristics of the job that may vary within the pair),
not to partial relationships controlling for other background characteristics.

9. A number of respondents seem to have misunderstood our question and re-
ported that management and coworkers spent more than 520 hours training .the
ne employee. These observations have been dropped from the analysis until
there is time to call up the respondents and check the answers. Models that

it Aide these observations but change the response to 520 hours, have lower R
squares and lower t statistics but coefficients remain roughly the same.
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TABLE 5

IMPACT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ON TRAINING COSTS,
REPORTED PRODUCTIVITY AND WAGE RATES

Model 1 Model 2 Percent
Impact

of Recent
Relevant
Voc Ed

New Hire
Received
Voc Ed

New Hire
Received
Voc Ed

New Hire
Has Recent
Relevant
Vuo Ed

New Hire
is Voc Ed
Student

Hours Spent in Specific Training
Activities in the First 3 Months

Formal training programs -1.21 1.17 -3.85 -1.05 -21%
(mean = 12.8 hrs) (1.21) (2.26) (3.07) (3.96)

Informal training by management -3.00 3.40 -10.36* 1.53 - 9.3%
(mean = 74.6 hrs) (1.98) (3.57) (5.05) (6.50)

Informal tr,51i-t1 eiq by coworkers .63 4.26* -5.89* -2.76 - 3.5%
(mean = 46.3 hrsi (1.29) (2.32) (3.28) (4.24)

Training time Index -6.17 14.26 -30.70* -1.12 - 8.3%
(nee., = 225.5 hrs) (5.39) (12.31) (16.67) (17.65)

Reported Productivity

Index value in first 2 weeks 2.06* -1.48 5.68* 2.5: 9%
(mean = 48.8) (.88) (1.58) (2.21) (2.83)

Index value In next 10 weeks 2.31* - .30 4.24* .86 6.4%
(mean = 64.5) (.86) (1.61) (2.20) (2.78)

Current or most recent Index value 3.67" 1.16 4.18 2.80* 6.6%
(mean = 81.5) (1.16) (2.03) (2.78) (3.44)

Logarithm of Wage Rate

Starting Wage .013* .002 .023 .001 2.5%
(.006) (.012) (.017) ..020)

Current Wage .036** .038* - .003 .025 3.5%
(.007) (.014) (.019) (.029)

All models Include contrfl variables for whether the worker is currently a voc ed student, hired
in a temporary Job, was known to be eligible for a subsidy when hired and current average hours per
week. Models for the current or most recent wage and productivity Index have additional controls
for tenure and tenure squared. Model 1 has a single dummy for new hire received vocational educa-
tion. Model 2 has that dummy and another dummy for new hire has relevant vocational education. In
all other aspects the two models are the sr.oe. The standard error of the estimate is in parenthe-
ses below the coefficient.

1

The "new hire has relevant vocational education" variable is defined as follows: It Is zero if
no vocational education was received or the vocational education is reported by the employer to be
not at all related to the job. If the training Is reported to be "very" related the dummy Is one
and if It Is reported to be somewhat related the dummy Is .5.

**Significant at the .01 level on a one-tall test

*Significant at the .05 level on a one-tail test
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Therefore, each of the avail;.,b1e background characteristics--vocational edu-
cation, previous relevant work experience, age, education, sex, and referral
source--was entered separately into the model. The only characteristics that
had statistically significant associations with most or all indicators of the
training required and productivity of the new hire were relevant vocational
education and years of relevant previous work experience,10 Characteristics
of the job worker/match that might influence time devoted to training, report-
ed productivity, or wage rate were controlled. In all models, controls were
entered for: hours worked per week, a dummy equal to one when the job was
supposed to be temporary, a dummy equal to one when the employee was eligible
for subsidy and the employer knew this when the hire decision was made and a
dummy equal to one when the employee spas going to school part-time while work-
ing. In models of current or most recent reported productivity and wage
rates, tenure and tenure squared (differenced) were both included as controls.
The number of months since the hiring and its square art- differenced and
."tired in the models of starting wage rates.

New hires who have received vocational education seem to require smalle,
:Imots of on-the-job training. The negative association is note statistically
significant, however, unless we focus specifically on vocational training that
is relevant to the job. New hires who have 'recently received relevant voca-
tional training require 2.6 fewer hours of formal training (a 21 percent re-
duction), 7.0 fewer hours of informal training by management (a 9.3 percent
reduction), and 1.6 fewer hours of informal training by coworkers (an 3.5 per-
cent reduction) than people who have not had such training. Employees who
have had vocational training that was not relevant to the job seem to have a
nonstatistically significant tendency to require more training than people who
have had none. The hypothesis that relevant vocational education as opposed
to irrelevant vocational education lowers OJT costs can be accepted at stan-
dard significance levels for both ferTas of informal training and for the

training time index that combines all three types of training. If the compar-
ison is specified as being between those with relevant vocational education
and those with none, similar statistically significant results are obtained
(see table 7). The impact of the number of years of vocational education on
the required amount of on-the-job training was tested in models not reported
in table 5, and no relationship was found.

New hires with vocational training have a statistically significant ten-
dency to have higher reported productivity than close with no such training.
The point estimates imply that training that is irrelevant to the job is asso-
ciated with slightly lower reported productivity in the first two weeks, but
not to a statistically significant extent. In later months, irrelevant voca-
tional education has essentially no association with the productivity index.

10. A model which simultaneously enters all background characteristics pro-
duces moderate increases in significance and small increases in the absolute
size of the coefficients on relevant vocational education. The size and
significance of relevant job experience rises in models of training time and
productivity which contain age and age squared. In the wage rate models, co-
efficients on relevant job experience decline when age is added to the model.
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Relevant vocational education associated with considerably (and statisti-
cally significantly) higher reported productivity than irrelevant vocational
education. Compared to someone without vocational training, a new hire with
recent relevant vocational eduction has productivity indexes that are 9 per-
cent higher on average in the first two weeks, 6.4 percent higher in the next
ten weeks, and 6.6 percent higher at the time of the interview six to thirty-
six months after being hired. Models not reported in table 5 tested for an
impact of years of vocational education on reported productivity. Those with
greater amounts of vocational training were not, however, reported to be more
productive than those with lesser amounts.

Those with vocational education had slightly higher wage rates than
others in the same job who hAd no school-provided vocational training. The
differentials are statistically significant: starting wages are 1.2 percent
higher, and current wage rates are 3.6 percent higher. If we make assumptions
about the scaling of the productivity index and the valuation of the time de-
voted to training by management and coworkers, a comparison can be made be-
tween proportionate differences in wage rates and proportionate differences in
productivity net of training costs.. The comparisons that follow assume that
the reported productivity index is a proportionate transformation of true pro-
ductivity plus a random error and that the cost of the time devoted to infor-
mal training by coworkers is equal to the wage of a worker with two years of
tenure and that the time devoted by management is worth 1.5 times that wage.
At the time of the interview (or when the individual leaves the firm if he/she
has left), the wage advantage of workers with relevant vocational training is
roughly equivalent to their 4.5 percent productivity advantage. The hypothe-
sis that relevant vocational training has equal proportional impacts on the
current wage and on current productivity would not be rejected by the data.
During the first three months, however, vocationally trained workers are ex-
tremely good buys for the firm. New hires with relevant vocational education
are 18 percent less costly to train and 6 to 9 percent more productive in
their work than workers with no vocational training. When these two effects
are combined, we estimate that the firm reduces its training costs during that
three-month period by an amount equal to 7.5 percent of three months output by
a worker with two years of experienced' Since the new hire with relevant
vocational training is paid only 2.5 percent more on average than the new hire
without such training, the employer of these workers receives an externality
equal to 5 percent of the output of workers with two years tenure for three
months. This evidence seems to imply that training and placing workers in
relevant jobs produces a hidden externality equal to about 5 percent of the
first three months wages.

11. In the second section of this paper, we calculated that the time spent by
other staff training the new employee had a value equivalent to 33 percent of
three months output from a worker with two years of tenure. An 7.3 percent
reduction means that training costs have been reduced by 2.4 percent of a ten-
ured worker's output. The higher productivity of the vocationally trained
worker has a value equal to 5.1 percent of a tenured worker's productivity.
Thus, the reduction in total training costs during the first three months is
7.5 percent of a tenured worker's output.
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114,fiLy even ()I Lln approxlmaLt.ly 600 v(w:ILIonalLy Lroincd worker in Lh
matche sanroi were receiving school-provided vocational training while they
were c.ployL!,1 u,t !:1;;. firm. Thirty of these were sixteen to seventeen when
hired and thus wei- ,ikely to have started at the firm while still high school
students. Many of their jobs were prob-ably first arranged through cooperative
education Another thirty-three were hired when they were between
eighteen an;.; twenty-one and were probably either working their way through
college or .ctending school part-time in the evening. Column 4 of table 5
presents coefficients on a dummy that captures the effect of being a vocation-
al student while one is an employee. We anticipated that being a ':-;tudent

might conflict with work obligations and that employers would report part-time
students to be less productive than other vocationally trained workers. In-
stead, they do not seem to be less productive or to require greater amounts of
OJT than workers who have completed their programs.

The effect of differences in relevant job experience on differences in
the training costs, productivity, and the wage rates of two people holding the
same job is examined in table 6. Job experience has a major impact on all of
these variables. Both experience and its square are significant predictors of
all the outcomes studied. The sign and significance of the coefficient on ex-
perience squared imply that there are diminishing returns to additional years
of experience. For example, the first year of experience is associated with a
1.1 Point higher current productivity index, the ninth year of experience
raises this productivity index by .9 points, and the twentieth year raises the
index by .6 points. In column 3 of table 6 we present the calculated effect
of five years of previous relevant job experience on training time, reported
productivity, and wage rate. Column 4 presents the calculated effects of ten

years experience. Five years of previous relevant job experience lowers re-
quired formal training by 39 percent, required informal training by management
by 19 percent, and required informal training by coworkers by 19 percent.
Five years of experience, in comparison to no previous experience, is associ-
ated with a reported productivity index that is 16 percent higher in the first
two weeks, 11 percent higher in the next ten weeks, and 6 percent higher six
to twenty-four months after being hired. Wage rates are higher as well. Com-
pared to those with no previous experience, those with five years experience
typically receive 9.3 percent higher starting wage rates and 8.3 percent high-
er wage rates after one or two years on their new job. The proportionate re-
sponse of the current productivity index and current wage rate to experience
is very similar. The data would not reject the hypothesis that proportionate
responses are equal. During the first three months, however, the training
costs savings from hiring an experienced worker are approximately 16.1 perceuL
of the productivity of a worker with two years of tenure.I2

Five rather than zero years of previous experience seems to raise wage
rates, however, by only 9.3 percent so firms that hire workers with fixie years

12. Inputs of training time by others (under conservative assumptions, the

value of training time by others is 33 percent of the output of a worker with
`..two years tenure) declined by 22 percent. This reduces training costs by 7.3

percent of the three month output of a worker with two years of tenure. Pro-
ductivity rises by an amount equal to 8.8 percent of the output of a worker
with two years tenure.
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FABLE 6

EFFECT OF YEARS OF PREVIOUS RELEVANT JOB EXPERIENCE
ON TRAINING COSTS, REPORTED PRODUCTIVITY AND WAGE RATES

Relevant
Experience

Relevant
Experience
Squared

Effect of
First 5 Years
Experience

Effect of
10 Years

Experience

Hours Spent in Specific Training

- 1.15**
(.42)

- 3.19**
(.70)

- 2.02**
(.46)

-11.27**
(1.85)

.029**
(.011)

.070**
(.018)

.049**
(.012)

.269**
(.050)

-39%

-19%

-19%

-22%

-66%

-34%

-33%

-38%

Activities .in the First 3 Months

Formal training programs
(mean = 12.3 hrs)

Informal training by management
(mean = 74.6 hrs)

Informal training by coworkers
(mean = 46.3 hrs)

Training time index
(mean = 225.5 hrs)

Reported Productivity

Index value in first 2 weeks 1.78** -.041** 16% 28%
(mean = 48.8) (.30) (.008)

Index value in next 10 weeks 1.58** -.035** 11% 19%
(mean = 64.5) (.30) (.008)

Current or most recent index value 1.14** -.025** 6% 11%
(mean = 81.5) (.37) (.010)

Logarithm of Wage Rate

Starting Wage .018** -.00046** 9.3% 16.6%
(.0020) (.000057)

Current or Most Recent Rate .016** -.00037** 8.3% 14.8%
(.0025) (.000067)

All models include control variables for whether the worker is currently a voc ed student, hired
in a temporary job, was known to be eligible for a subsidy when hired and current average hours per
week. Models for the current or most recent wage'and productivity index have additional controls
for tenure and tenure squared. The standard error of the estimate is in parentheses below the co-
efficient.

*'significant at the .01 level on a one-tail test
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of previous relevant experience rather than no experience seem to receive ex-
ternalities equal to about 10 percent of three months output by a worker with
two years tenure. Ten years of experience seems to produce externalities
equal to about 15 percent of three months output of a tenured worker.

3.3 The Effects of Establishment Size on the Payoff to
Previous Trainirq_or Experience

Bureaucratic companies are less able to tailor training, job assignments
and wage rates to the background of a new employee (Foulkes 1980). Small
firms are less bureaucratic so consequently one would expect them to be more
likely to adjust their training to the amount of occupationally specific
training the new employee brings to the firm. A job in a small establishment
is likely to have a broader more loosely defined set of duties. Such jobs are
likely to give greater scope to the individual worker's ability and previous
training so one would expect that the impact of previous training on the pro-
ductivity of the new worker would be greatest in small firms. Small firms can
also be hypothesized to be more able to adjust the wage they pay for a partic-
ular job to the background and experience of the individual that fills the
job.

TABLE 7

EFFECT OF RELEVANT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION ON TRAINING COSTS,
REPORTED PRODUCTIVITY AND WAGE RATES BY ESTABLISHMENT SIZE

Establishment's Employment
Level

2

Employees
16 200

Employees Employees

Probability
that large
establishments
are not less
sensitive to
credentials

Frobability
that relevant
voc ed has no
effect in es-
tablishments
with 16 emp.

Hours Spent in Training Activities
in the First 3 Months

Formal training - 2.8 - 1.5 0.2 .037 .012

Informal OJT by management -12.1 - 7.6 - 0.8 .043 .003

Informal OJT by coworkers - 3.5 - 1.6 1.1 .145 .185

Training time index -34.3 -19.9 1.0 .033 .005

Reported Productivit

Index value In first 2 weeks 5.9 4.3 2.1 .108 .0002

Inde,4 value In next 10 weeks 7.8 4.6 0.2 .005 .0001

Current or most recent index value 9.1 4.7 - 1.4 .002 .001

Logarithm of Hourly Wage

Starting wage .046 .027 0.0 .018 .001

Current or most recent wage .040 .030 .017 .174 .001

These three hypotheses were tested by interacting establishment size with
the dummy variable for the receipt of relevant vocational education and with
the amount of previous relevant work experience. The calculated effect of
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relevant vocational education on required training, reported productivity, and
wage rates for estabiishmcnts of two employees, sixteen employees, and 200
employees are presented in table 7. The fourth column of the table reports
the statistical significance of 1-1(2 interaction term--the probability of in-
correctly rejecting the hypothesis that relevant vocational training has no
greater impact in small establishments than in large establishments. The
interaction is statistically significant at the .05 level for all but two
outcomes--informal training by coworkers ,and current'wage rates. The fifth
column reports the statistical significance of the main effect of a relevant
vocational education on training, productivity, and wage rates for an estab-
lishment with sixteen employees. Eight of the main effects are statistically
significant at the .02 level. An examination of the third column of the table
reveals that a large establishment's vocational education has essentially no
impact on any of the outcomes (except possibly on reported productivity in/the
first two weeks).13 The impacts reported for establishments with only two
employees are quite large: a 34 hour reduction in the training time index, an
increase in reported productivity of six points in the first two weeks, eight
points during the next ten weeks and nine points six to twenty-four months
after being hired. For the very small firm, the :benefits of hiring a new em-
ployee with relevant vocational education seem to be considerably greater than
the additional costs. In the first three months wage rates are 4.6 percent
higher but training costs have been reduced by an amount equivalent to 14 per-
cent of the output of a worker with two years of tenure.14 Six to twenty-
four months after being hired vocationally trained workers are 11 percent more
productive but are paid only four percent extra.

13. Sensitivity tests were conducted to see if this effct was really a conse-
quence of who the respondent was rather than the size of the establishment.
The interviewer was instructed to change respondents to the employee's imme-
diate supervisor if the primary respondent said he did not know how much time
was spent training the particular employee we were discussing or how produc-
tive that employee had turned out to be. Some of our primary ,respondents in
large establishments may have tried to answer the questions even though their
role--accountant, personnel officer or treasurer--may not haVe given them an
opportunity to observe how well individual new hires were doing. To test for
this, a dummy was created for primary respondent works in the personnel,
accounting or treasurer's department of an establishment with at least 50
employees and there was no change in respondent when these questions were
reached. When this dummy was interacted with the vocational education varia-
bles and entered into the models it was statistically insignificant and the
pattern of coefficients on the size vocational education interaction fell only
slightly.

14. Productivity during the first three months rises by an amount equal to 9
percent of a tenured worker's output. The time devoted to training the new
employee declines by 15.2 percent (34.3/225.5). Under conservative assump-
tions these training time costs are 33 percent of a worker's productivity with
two years of tenure, so the cost savings from hiring a worker with relevant
vocational education is 14 percent (9 + .33 15.2).
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Table 8 presents separate estimates of the effect of five years of work
experience on training requirements, reported productivity, and wage rates for
establishments with 16 and with 200 employees. The impact of previous rele-
vant experience on informal training and the training time index seems to be
smaller in large firms, but the effect is not as dramatIc as it was for voca-
tional education and in most cases is not statistically significant. Estab-
lishment size seems to have no effect on the influence of previous experience
on starting wage rates and reported productivity in the first two weeks.
There does seem to be a moderate imnact of establishment size on the influence
of previous experience on current or most recent wage rates and reported pro-
ductivity in the third through twelfth weeks of employment at the firm.

TABLE 8

EFFECT OF FIVE YEARS OF PREVIOUS RELEVANT WORK EXPERIENCE ON TRAINING COST,
REPORTED PRODUCTIVITY, BY ESTABLISHMENT SIZE AND WAGE RATES

F lest or
Establishment's Employment

Level
Inclusion
of size
experience
interactions16 Employees 200 Employees

Hours Spent in Training Activities
in the First 3 Months

' Formal training - 4.9 - 4.3 1.2

\ Informal OJT by manageMent -15.5 - 5.5 4.0

'isnformal OJT by coworkers - 9.5 - 4.5 0.9

Training time index -53.1 -20.9 .9

Reported Productivity

Index value In first 2 weeks 7.7 7.9 .3

Index value in next 10 weeks 7.4 4.3 1.69

Current or most recent index value 5.7 4.7 .06

Logarithm of Hourly Wage

Starting wage :078 .084 .11

Current or most recent wage .080 .055 2.2

3.4 The Payoff to Previous Training or Experience by Occupation

The effects of occupationally specific training were examined separately
for five different occupational categories--service workers, blue-collar fac-
tory workers, sales workers, clerical workers, and professional, technical and
managerial workers. Table 9 presents estimates of the impact of relevant vo-
cational education on training time, reported productivity and wage rates.
While some of the individual interactions were statistically significant, the
data does not reject the hypothesis of no interactions between occupation and
vocational education. The point estimates, however suggest that relevant vo-
cational education has very different effects in different occupations. Re-

duction in training time was greatest in the sales and service occupations and
essentially zero in clerical occupations. Impacts on reported productivity
are greatest in blue-collar, saes and clerical occupations and smallest in
professional, technical, and man gerial occupations. The impacts of relevant
vocational training on wage rat s is greatest in blue-collar jobs, second
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largest in service jobs and essentially zero or negative in professional,
technical and managerial jobs. During the first three months of employment
the estimated externality generated by vocational education of sales workers
is 14 percent of the productivity of a worker with two years tenure. It is 10
percent for service workers, 7 percent for blue-collar workers, 4 percent for
professional, technical, and managerial workers, and zero for clerical
workers. There is an interesting pattern to these results. Studies of the
effect of occupationally specific training on the wages of trainees find that
clerical training of women seems to have very positive effects but that most
training programs for men have negligible or negative effects (Campbell et al.
1981, Daymont and Rumberger 1982, and Meyer 1982). If we take our point esti-
mates at face value, the measures of employer benefits of training developed
above have the opposite pattern. Employers seem to receive no spillover bene-
fits from hiring trained clerical employees but seem to receive significant
spillover benefits from hiring trained sales, service, and blue collar work-
ers. Since the social benefit of training is the sum of the trainee and
employer benefits, it may be that these employer benefits justify types of
vocational training that studies of trainee benefits have generally found to
have no economic payoff.

TABLE 9

THE EFFECT OF RELEVANT VOCATIONAL EDUCATION
ON TRAINING COSTS, REPORTED PRODUCTIVITY AND WAGE RATES

FOR DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS

Professional
Technical

Managerial Clerical Sales
Blue

Collar Service

Hours Spent in Training Activities
in the First 3 Months

Formal training (mean = 9.5 hrs) - 1.2 2.4 - 2.1 - 2.1 - 5.4
Informal OJT by management (mean = 48.2 hrs) - 3.1 -2.8 -10.3 - 5.7 -11.3
Informal OJT by coworkers (mean = 23.1 hrs) - 5.2 -0.2 - 0.5 - 1.1 1.1

Training time index (mean = 138.5 hrs) -22.1 9.2 -30.3 -19.0 -30.5

Reported Productivity

First 2 weeks (mean = 48.8) 2.3 3.7 4.1 5.5 0.9
Next 10 weeks (mean = 64.5) - 1.6 2.9 7.8 4.8 3.6
Current or most recent (mean = 81.5) 1.4 1.4 5.4 4.8 3.2

Logarithm of Hourly Wage (in Percent)

Starting wage - 0.5 1.5 1.3 3.0 3.4
Current or most recent wage - 1.3 1.5 0.7 5.3

Occupational variation in the impact of relevant work experience on
training time, reported productivity, and wage rates is examined in table 10.
The estimates of the impact of experience reported in this table were obtained
by entering interactions between four occupation dummies and experience and
experience squared into the models. While some of these interactions were
statistically significant, tests on the addition of the group of eight vari-
ables typically did not yield statistically significant improvements in
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explanatory power of the models. Our point estimates, however, suggest exper-
ience has very different effects in different occupations. The previous
experience of new employees in professional, technical, managerial, and sales
seems to lead to very large reductions in training time and the big improve-
ments in reported productivity and wage rates. For blue-collar workers the
impact of experience is somewhat smaller but still quite substantial. While
previous work experience does not seem to produce important reductions in they'
time required to train service workers, it does seem to be related to service
workers being more productive and receiving higher wage rates. Clerical work-
ers with greater amounts of previous experience do not require less training
and are somewhat more productive in the first three months but not more pro-
ductive at the time of the interview.

TABLE 10

THE EFFECT OF FIVE YEARS OF PREVIOUS RELEVANT WORK EXPERIENCE ON TRAINING
COST, REPORTED PRODUCTIVITY AND WAGE RATES FOR DIFFERENT OCCUPATIONS

Professional
Technical
Managerial Clerical Sales

Blue
Collar Service

Hours Spent in Training Activities
In the First 3 Months

Formal training - 7.0 -3.9 - 14.7 - 5.3 3.8
Informal OJT by management -28.1 4.5 - 36.7 -14.0 -I .?

Informal OJT by coworkers -23.7 1.7 - 11.3 -11.5 - 1.8
Training time index -93.2 -4.3 -113.8 -51.2 -1 0

Reported Productivity

Index value in first 2 weeks 19.4 4.5 - 0.9 8,8-

Index value in next 10 weeks 12.7 4.8 8.1 7.3 3.2
Current or most recent index value 10.8 0.1 7.8 6.8 5.1

Logarithm of Hourly Wage

Starting wage .139 .086 .027 .084 .039
Current or most recent wage .092 .066 .135 .079 .036

One way of summarizing these results is that on-the-job training of cler-
ical workers seems to produce specific skills that do not 'transfer well to

other employers while on-the-job training of professional, technical, manager-
ial, sales, and blue-collar workers seems to produce many general skills that
do transfer to other employers. These results imply that future employers re-
ceive large spillover benefits when they have professional, technical, man-
agerial and sales personnel with significant amounts of OJT. Moderate-sized
spillover benefits occur in the blue-collar occupations. There are essen-
f-tally no spillover benefits in clerical and service occupations.

4. CONCLUSIONS AND POLICY RECOMMENDATIONS

The preliminary analysis of data from the NIE-funded Employer Survey has
yielded some important insights into employer-provided skill training and
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school-provided vocational education. Employers reported that school-provided
vocational training was required for 9.5 percent of the jobs studied and "im-
portant but not required" for another 37.9 percent of jobs.15 School-
provided vocational training seems to be complementary with employer-provided
on-the-job training. Jobs that have school-provided vocational training as a
prerequisite for hiring offer newly 7ed workers greater amounts of on-the-
job training.

Once the job and employer are specified, there is a limited amount of
substitutability between the two types of training. The analysis of paired
comparison is the best way to measure the association between a background
characteristic and reported productivity, and between required training time
and offered wage rate for different occupants of the same job. When comparing
occupants of the same job at the same firm, we found that new hires with rel-
evant school-provided vocational training required about 7 percent less on-
the-job training than new hires with no training. While this reduction was
statistically and substantively significant, there was no evidence that addi-
tional years of vocational training could further reduce the employer's train-
ing costs.

Employers reported that job occupants with_relevant school-provided vo-
cational training were significantly more pro uctive than the job occupants
who lacked such training. The productivity in ex was 9 percent higher in the
first two weeks and 6 to 7 percent higher thereafter. age races were higher
as well. During the first three months, t dining cost reductions of 7.5 per-
cent of the output of a worker with two ars of tenure seem to be achieved.
The training cost reduction is signif cantly greater than the increment in
starting wage rates that a person wi relevant vocational background is able
to obtain.

The finding that new employees who have relevant school-provided voca-
tional training are less costly\to train (but not much more costly to employ)
than the other employees without such training hired for the same job implies
that there are hidden benefits vocational education that are not being mea-
sured by traditional studies of `the returns to vocational education (if cor-
rected for self-selection bias).\ Vocational training benefits society in
three ways: by raising the wage rates and earnings of the people who receive
school-provided vocational education, by lowering the wage rates of certain
types of skilled and semiskilled jobs (therefore lowering the prices of the
products produced by firms that employ these workers), and by providing hidden
externality benefits to firms that hire trained workers. The present study is
the first to provide evidence of this third .effect.

Other important policy implications of the data analysis are derived from
the finding that a vocationally -trained worker's reported productivity is

15. The sample of jobs studied was not a random sample of all jobs in the
economy. The selection' mechanism oversampled high turnover jobs and the jobs
offered by small companies.
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higher and training co , when the job makes use of tha training

received. Daymont nud 1/41.982) and Campbell et al. (1981) have ob-
tained similar results to analyzing the New Youth Cohort of the National Lon-
gitudinal Survey (NLS). ComparPd to :-Nose with a general education, those who

took high school vocational ,:courses earned more when their jobs were

related to their training and earned less when their jobs were not related to
their training. Fredland and Little (1980) obtained similar results for the
mature men's sample of the NLS.

The following policy implications would seem to be logical in light of
the finding that students and their employers benefit from vocational training
only when the job they obtain is related to their training:

Vocational education/training by schools and other public agencies
should focus on generic occupational skills that are useful in a
great variety of jobs (e.g., typing, filing, computer programming,
etc.) or on more specific skills that are and will remain in
shortage (e.g., nursing).

A high rate of training-related placement is a valid immediate

goal for a vocational program.

To ensure the best possible match between the student's personal-
ity and abilities and the occupation selected and therefore to en-
sure a high persistence, in that occupation, students should have

tried the job out and received counseling before committing them-
selves to a lengthy and very specific training.

e Training in skills that are specific to one firm or a small indus-

try should be undertaken by public institutions only when jobs are
guaranteed by potential employers and many years of tenure can be
expected.

AnOther major finding of the study is that new hires with a good deal of
relevant job experience prior to being.hired take less time to train and have
higher productivity indexes than new hires for the same job who have no such
job experience. These differences are both statistically and substantively
significant. Compared to those with no experience, net, hires with five years
of relevant job experience tend to have productivity indexes that are 16 per-
cent higher in the first two.weeks, 11 percent higher in the next ten weeks,

and 6 percent higher after six to twenty-four months. Those with more than
ten years of"relevant job experience have productivity indexes that are 28,
19, and 11 percent-higher, respectively. Required training time is reduced as

well. In this sample the new employee with five years of experience received
about five fewer hours of formal OJT and about twenty-three fewer hourS of in-
formal OJT than a new hire with no previous experience. Five years of exper-
ience reduces the training time index by about 22 percent. When the effects
on productivity and training time are combined, the data imply that hiring a
worker with at least five years of relevant job experience rather than one
with no experience saves the firm during the first three months resources
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equivalent to 16 percent of the output of a worker with two years tenure.
Starting wage rates are only 8 percent highec for workers with five years of
experience, so the firm benefits (receives a spillover) when it hires an ex-
perteneed employee. The productivity advantage of those with previous rel-
evant experience continues into the second and third years at the firm, but it
diminishes enough so that productivity effects and wage effects become roughly
equal. .

The findings about productivity, training time, and wage rates imply that
on-the job training by employer A not only benefits the employee and employer
A (as implied by Becker's theory of on -the -job tro.ling), but also benefits
other employers in the industry who hire workers whu quit or are laid off by
employer A. In other words, OJT creates externalities--social benefits that
are not captured by either the .trainer or the trainee./As in the case of voca-
tional training, a market failure exists and the case for government subsidy
of the externality-creating activity is strengthened.

When calculating the social benefits of vocationa" training or of on-the-
job training/work experience, these externalities should be added to conven-
tionally measured benefits derived by comparing the earnings of workers who
have received the training to the earnings of comparable individuals who have
not received it.16 While the externalities we have identified are substan-
tively important, they are not likely to be large enough by themselves to

cause benefit-cost ratios to be greater than one unless the incremental cost
of vocational as opposed to academic eduction is very small. A rough esti-
mate of the size of the externality is 5 percent of three months' wages for
relevant vocational training and 8 percent of three months' wages for five
years of relevant job experience. The evidence for the existence of an ex-
ternality. relates only to the first three months. We have no measures of time
inputs into training beyond the first three monthS, and our data on differen-
tials in reported productivity and wage rates six to twenty-four months after
being hired are consistent with a hypothesis of no continuing externalities.
Five percent of three months' wages is 1.25 percent of a year's wage. The
externality arises only when individuals find job that are relevant to their
training at firms that also hire those without vocational training for the
same lob. Only one-half to two-thirds of vocational program graduates do find
such jobs, further diminishing the effect. On the other hand, the data sug-
gest that many of the benefits of vocational education remain even when a job
change occurs many years after the training. An upper bound estimate on the

16. These estimates of the size of externalities produced by vocational
training and on-the-job training are determined by subtracting estimates of
impacts of each type of training on wage rates from estimates of impacts on
training cost reductions. These calculations have a critical dependence on a
number of assumptions about the valuation of staff training time and the
relationship between our productivity index and true productivity. Conse-
quently, the confidence intervals around our point estimates of the size of
these externalities are quite wide, and more confirmatory research is re-
quired.
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possible size of the externality is obtained by assuming that 60 percent of
the individuals' jobs are relevant to training and are at firms that also hire
those without vocational training, that the beneficial impact of training does
not diminish, and that job changes occur regularly every two years. With a

.

real discount rate of 10 percent, the present value of the externality bene-

fit is 3.8 percent of a year's wages. If half of all jobs are relevant to the

training and the effects of training have a half life of ten years, the

present value of the externality benefit is 1.9 percent of a year's wages.
Assuming that job changes occur every four years, the pres-pt value would be

reduced further to about 1.1 percent of a year's wages. CETA-sponsored class-

room or OJT training, in contrast, seldom costs less than 20 percent of a
year's wages. Studies of the instructional costs of school-based vocational

training programs have found that they are typically more expensive than
academic programs (Cohn and Hu 1973). If the typical two-year program had
incremental costs of $2,000.00, the figure to which the present discounted
value of the externality would need to be compared would be about 7 or 8 per-
cent of a year's wages.

Regardless of the size of such a hidden externality, the socially optimal
amount of OJT will (for reasons already described in the introduction) not be
provided unless the employer, the employee, and the public all share in its

costs. For a number of reasons (e.g., minimum wage, immediate needs for in-

come, lack of foresight, discrimination), employees are often unable or un-
willing to pay a large enough share of the costs of training (by'accepting low

wage rates early in their job tenure) to make it profitable for the employer

to provide it. Hashimoto (1981) offers evidence that young and disadvantaged
workers are particularly likely to find the minimum wage a barrier to obtain-

ing jobs with significant learning opportunities.

Currently, school-based occupational training receives public subsidy,

while employer- provided training does not. The differential availability of

subsidies may have resulted in schools' offering types of occupational train-

ing that might better be obtained as part of a job. It may be that expansion
of employer training would yield an exceptionally large social payoff !B-shop

1982, chapter 8). Methods of promoting and/or subsidizing employer- provided
training are not easy to devise, however.

One approach is to offer subsidies to employers that offer training that

is integrated with a school or college's curriculum (the Targeted Jobs- Tax
Credit offers such a tax credit for hiring disadvantaged high school coopera-

tive education students). Another approach might be to offer young people
leaving high school a voucher/scholarship that can be used to buy training
from an employer as well as to pay college tuition. Still a third approach

would be to offer a tax credit to employers that provide certain approved

kinds of training. The major difficulty with the latter.tw- .roaches is

that one cannot subsidize something one cannot measure, and .ring OJT is

notoriously difficult. Before policies to subsidize OJT can be contemplated,
we must know much more about employer-provided OJT.

00

Still another way society can promote on-the-job skill training is for

community colleges (or some other public agency) to establish cooperative
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training venturer: with specific local employers in which teachers on the
college's payroll provide training that meets that employer's specifications.
Many states and localities now offer this kind of aid to companies that open
or expand plants in the community. Publicly subsidized institutions seem to
be becoming increasingly important providers of skill training that is cus-
tomized to a particular employer's needs. It is not clear, however, that
publicly controlled insLi':utions have a comparative advantage in this type of
activity and that lacking tne public subsidy they would be effective competi-
tors in tl,is market. If not, efforts to promote on-the-job skill training
might bettr!r be foc,,sed offering the subsidy to the worker or firm and
letting them choose who shall provide the training.

The policy implications discussed above rest upon an assumption that OJT
and school-based training cause productivity to go up and required training
time to go down. An association, however, does not prove causation. This
study is no less subject to selection bias problems than any other study of
vocational education. An alternative interpretation of the association that
has just been demonstrated is that the students who chose to take vocational
education (or who obtain five years of relevant work experience) are faster
learners and more productive workers before they enter the program (or get
their previous job). The fact that occupationally specific training is

'associated with positive outcomes only when it is relevant to the job is evi-
dence for the assumed causal explanation of the association. Nevertheless, we
feel that for this and other reasons policymakers should be cautious in draw-
ing policy inferences from these data.

The findings described above must be viewed as preliminary. Data pro-
blems necessitated dropping about 100 firms from the sample that we hope to
include in later analyses. Some of the reported training time differenc,-;
between paired employees were very large. Some of these observations were not
deleted from the analysis sample. Future plans include contacting the firms
that seem to be outliers to confirm the correctness of their answers and to
obtain verbal explanations of the reasons for large differences in training
time or productivity. This process may result in a revision of some of our
data and/or a reinterpretation of some of our findings. The data revisions
that are planned are not likely to change the basic findings that both school-
and employer-provided training raise reported productivity and wage rates and
lower the training required by new employees. The relative size of wage, re-
ported productivity, and training cost differentials might change, however,
and this in turn might produce major changes in estimates of the size of the
hidden externality (which depends upon the relative size of these differen-
tials). While much of the policy discussion does not depend on finding a

hidden externality, the strength of the argument for subsidizing school-
provided vocational education and employer-provided on-the-job training is
influenced by the size of such externalities.

The reader is also reminded that the questions used to measure training
time and productivity are new and that, therefore, their reliability and
validity have not been established. In most cases the respondent was the boss
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or general manager of a small establishment--someone who would be familiar
both with the productivity and the training received by particular new employ
ees. The author's major concern about the dependent variables is the possi
bility that different respondents used different referents in comparing the
productivity of their employees and that some respondents may have reported as
training time days when they were actually attending to their new employee
only a small part of the time. No serious problem is created if inevitable
errors in measurement are random. To ferret out systematic biases, if any, we
are planning an examination of the validity of supervisor reports of time
spent in informal training and the productivity of specific employees by sta
tioning observers in the work place and obtaining concrete measures of output
from company records. This kind of research is expensive, however, and will
take time to complete.
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APPENDIX A

ALTERNATIVE MEASURES OF THE IMPACT
OF OCCUPATIONAL SPECIFIC TRAINING
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APPENDIX A

In this appendix we present a different way of testing for associations
between the background--previous vocational training and relevant job experi-
ence--that a new employee brings to the firm and that person's productivity,
training costs and wage rate. This method involves asking the employer how
much more or less productive (costly to train) a specific employee is than a
typical employee. The specific versus typical differentials that result are
then tabulated by the type and amount of vocational training and the previous
relevant job experience of the specific new hire. Compari- sons are than
made between the mean differential for those with and without each specific
characteristic. The specific-typical comparison can be made every time the
employer has provided data on one or more specific employees, so sample sizes
of nearly 3,000 result. The disadvantage of this approach is that the quali-
ties and credentials of the "typical" new hire are not measured. In many cases
the specific-typical comparison would be between two people with identical
amounts and kinds of vocational training and job experience. All firms were
asked to provide data on one new hire with vocational education and one new
hire without vocational education. Of the 2,594 firms that provided us data
on one new hire, 1,511 had not hired anyone else in that job in the last two
years, 424 had not in the last two years hired anyone for that job with a
different amount of vocational training. Only 659 firms gave us data on a
matched pair of new hires, one with and one without vocational education. It
would seem that for many jobs aggregate turnover is so small, that the firm
has to seek out a new employee only once every few years. In other cases,
none of (or all of) the firms hires for a particular position had vocational
education. When, for the reasons cited above, data can be obtained on only
one worker, comparisions between specific new hires and typical new hires
would seem to be very imperfect measures of the effect of vocational education
on training costs or productivity. These problems will cause this method to
give downward biased estimates of the effect of vocational education.

Tabulations of Com arisons Between S ecific and T .ical Workers

In this appendix we present tabulations of the amount by which a spe-
cific new hire receives more or less training than is typical for that job.
The variable has been tabulated by whether the particular new hire received
school based vocational training and by the amount of relevant work experi-
ence. In. table A-1 we examine whether, holding the job constant, the amount
of on-the-job training a new hire receives is influenced by the amount and
type of school based vocational education. When all types of vocational
training are pooled, vocational training has no effect on informal OJT by man-
agement and coworkers and lowers formal training by 1.7 hours. If we limit
our focus to new hires who have received vocational training that their em-
ployer reports is "very relevant" to their job, the reduction in the required
training is greater: formal training is 2.3 hours lower, informal training by
management is 0.9 hours lower and informal training by coworkers is 1.0 hour
lower. None of these differences is statistically significant. The reduction
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in the training time index is only about 5 percent (11.6 hours), and total
costs of training fall by only about 3 percent. Employers do not seem to
achieve big savings in training costs when they hire vocationally trained
workers.

Employers do, however, achieve considerable savings in OJT when they hire
workers with considerable amounts of relevant work experience. The effect of
work experience on the training required by a new hire is presented in table
A-2. New hires with four to seven years (37-95 months) of work experience
seem to receive an average of five fewer hours of informal training by manage-
ment, an average of three fewer hours of informal training by coworkers and
4.5 fewer hours of formal training. The training time index falls by about 15
percent (14.5 hours) and total training costs are reduced by about 10 percent.

The vocational training and work experience of the specific new hire
seems to have a large proportionate impact on the number of hours of formal
training that an individual receives. The background of the new hire has a
much smaller proportionate impact on informal training. This finding suggests
that formal OJT is a closer substitute for previous work experience and for
previous vocational training than informal OJT. Table A-3 presents the ad-
justments of formal training time that are associated with various amounts of
vocational education and previous work experience.

The hypothesis that new employees who have received school provided vo-
cational training or have great amounts of relevant job experience are more
productive than other employees in the same job can be tested by measuring
whether specific new hires with these characteristics are reported to be more
productive than the typical new employee in the same job. Supervisor reports
of a new employee's productivity were obtained for three separate points in
that employee's career: the first two weeks, the next ten weeks and cur-
rently.

In tables A-4 through A-7 we present data on the productivity index
differential--the difference between the reported productivity of a new worker
of specified job experience and vocational training and a typical new worker.
Table A-4 organizes the data by the type of vocational education and the

amount of relevant work experience. The top element in each cell is the pro-
ductivity index differential for the first two weeks. The second element in
each cell is the productivity index differential for the thrd through thir-
teenth weeks of employment. The third element is the differential at the time
of the interview generally six months to two years after being hired.

Our hypothesis that new workers with previous school provided training
index were more productive than those without is not supported by these data.
Productivity differentials between specific and typical workers were almost
identical for those with and without vocational training in both the first two
weeks and the third through thirteenth week. Vocationally trained employees
were reported to be a statistically significant two points less productive
than those without such training. There is a slight suggestion in the data
that in the first three months new hires who received vocational education at
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a high school or junior collage have slightly lower productivity indexes than
untrained workers and those who received it at a four year school have a
slightly higher index. After a year rr so the pattern of productivity index
differentials is reversed with the graduates of high school vocational pro-
grams doing slightly better than the products of voc-tech institutions and
four year colleges. None of the differences for specific types of vocational
training are statistically significant, however.

Tables were constructed examining how the productivity differential var-
ies with the relatedness of vocational training to the job (table A-5) and
with the number of years of vocational training (tables A-6 and A-7). These
features of the vocational training did not seem to have any consistent ef-
fects on the reported productivity differential.

The tabulations reveal that previous relevant work experience is strongly
associated with reported productivity. Compared to new hires with two years
of previous relevant job experience, those with no experience have productiv-
ity indexes that are three points lower in the first two weeks, two points
lower in the next ten weeks and 2.7 points lower a year or so after being
hired. Compared to those with two years of experience, those with more than
eight years of previous relevant experience have productivity indexes that are
seven points higher in tne first two weeks, 4.7 points higher in the next ten
weeks and 4.2 points higher a year or so after being hired. For employees
with about one year's tenure the effect of a year of work experience on pro-
ductivity is about 1.6 percent per year for the first two years, about 0.8
percent per year for the text three years and about 0.4-0.5 percent per year
thereafter.
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TABLE A-1

EXTRA ON-THE-JOB TRAINING BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION BACKGROUND OF NEW HIRE

Hours of Hours of

Informal Informal

Hours of OJT by OJT by

Formal OJT Management Coworkers Number

(mean = 10) (mean = 48) (mean = 23) of Cases

No Vocational Education 0.3 -5.3 0.0 p842

Voc Ed at High School 0.5 -8.0 1.4 171

Voc Ed at Junior College -0.8 -7.3 4.2 85

Voc Ed at Voc Tech School -2.5 -5.8 -2.2 389

Voc Ed at Four Year College -4.0 -2.6 3.9 122

Less than One Year of Voc Ed -3.8 -4.7 -1.8 210

One Year of Voc Ed -0.7 -5.5 -0.2 186

Two Years of Voc Ed -2.3 -3.5 1.0 248

More than Two Years of Voc Ed -1.9 -7.7 1.8 142

Very Relevant Voc Ed -2.6 -6.2 -1.0 427

Somewhat Relevant Voc Ed -1.3 -4.9 1.3 306

Not at all Related Voc Ed -0.6 -3.6 0.5 109

All Vocational Education -2.0 -5.5 0.0 850

The entries in the table are the difference between the hours of on-the-job training

received in the first three months by a new worker with the specified type and amount of

vocational training and the OJT received by a typical new employee.
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TABLE A-2

EXTRA ON-THE-JOB TRAINING BY VOCATIONAL EDUCATION AND

PREVIOUS JOB EXPERIENCE OF NEW HIRE

Type of Months of Relevant Work Experience

Vocational Education Total Zero 1-12 13-36 37-95 96+

Hours of Formal OJT (mean = 10)

Previous Voc Ed -2.0 1.7 -1.7 3.3 -8.3 - 9.0
No Voc Ed .3 .2 .7 - .8 -1.6 - 1.4

Hours of informal OJT

by Management (mean = 48)

Previous Voc Ed -5.5 -3.2 -2.9 -1.8 -8.2 - 4.5
No Voc Ed -5.3 -2.7 -2.7 -5.0 -7.7 -19.8

Hours of Informal OJT

by Coworkers (mean = 23)

Previous Voc Ed 0.0 .7 1.1 1.3 -7.1 .5

No Voc Ed 0.0 1.7 -2.6 .9 - .5 - 2.2

The entries in the table are the difference between the hours of on-the-job training

received In the first three months by a new worker with specified experience and voca-
tional training and the OJT. received by a typical new employee.



TABLE A-3

EXTRA FORMAL ON-THE-JOB TRAINING BY AMOUNT AND

RELEVANCE OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION OF THE NEW HIRE

Type. of Months of Relevant Work Experience

Vocational Education Total Zero 1-12 13-36 37-95 96+

No Vocational Education .3 .2 .7 - .8 1.6 -1.4

Very Relevant Voc Ed -2.4 1.3 -3.1 -3.4 - 7.1 1.9

Somewhat Rele,,mnt Voc Ed. .9 2.1 - .2 -2.2 -20.0 -1.6

Not at All Re,..Nant Voc Ed - .5 .9 0.0 -2.7 0.0 0.0

Less than One Year -3.3 - .4 -2.3 -2.3 -10.0 3.9

One Year - .7 3.7 -1.2 0.0 36.7 0.0

Two Years -2.1 - .4 -2.7 -3.0 - 7.0 0.0

More than Two Years -1.5 1.5 0.0 .-8.9 0.0 - .6

The entries in the table are the difference between the hours of formal on-the-job train-

ing received in the first three months by a new worker with spvcIfied experience and

vocational training and the formal on-the-job training received by a typical new employee.
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TABLE A-4

l f !NH X 0111 I Id HI 1AI HY

l'HOVIHiNO V(1cAllOtt,^t.

Type of Months of elevant Work Experience

Vocational Education Zero 1-12 13-36 37-95 96+ Total

Voc Ed at a High School 1.2 4.4 .6 8.3 4.0 1.7

.2 2.5 2.3 1.4 .6 .7

-1.1 -5.6 -8.3 4.1 4.2 -2.3

Voc Ed at aJunlor College 4.' -4.1 .6 10.0 3.8 1.7

4.8 -1.5 -1.9 6.3 -5.0 1.1

-2.2 -5.0 -8.3 4.1 4.2 -3.2

Voc rd dr a Voc-Tech School -1.3 -1.7 7.6 8.2 10.2 2.5

-1.4 -1.3 - .2 6.7 7.9 1.7

-7.6 -6.6 ,3 1.5 3.4 -3.8

Voc Ed at a 4-Year College 2.6 2.`; '.5 9.3 3.1

2.5 1.1 -1..) ,.d 10.3 2.4,.

-5-3 -9.1 -5.7 -2.7 6.9 -4.2

No Vocational Education .1 1.3 2.9 5.5 10.5 2.3

. 2 .9 ::.6 3.2 7.5 1.6

-3.5 -.5.9 - .9 1.2 2.3 -2.0

Total .4 1.0 3.3 5.7 10.4 2.3

. 3 .3 2.5 3.6 7.2 1.5

-4.1 1.4 .6 2.8 -2.6

The entrlos in the table are the difference hetween the reported productivity index of a

now worker with sPocified experience and vocational trainIng and the reported productivity

index of a typical new hire In that same job. The top entry in each cell gives the

difference for the first two weeks. The second entry In the Cel I reports the difference

for the next ton weeks of employment. The bottom entry is the difference between current

productivity index of the specific worker and the productivity inJex of the typical worker

after two years.
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IAN I /1-`5

PRODUCTIVITY INIA-X DIFFIALNFIAL RLLATEDNESS OF

VOCATIONAL EDUCATION TO TILL JO0

Type of Months of Relevant Work Experience

Vocational Education Zero 1-12 13-36 37-95 96+ Total

V)c'Ed Very Related .5 5.9 5.3 2.2 11.0 2.8

.3 5.4 4.0 3.1 6.9

Voc Ld Somewhat Related .3 -.6 2.0 7.0 3.6 1.4

.3 -.8 .6 8.1 3.2 .7

Voc Ed Not at All Related 1.7 2.5 .9 8.2 9.0 2.3

1.3 1.2 1.7 4.5 10.0 1.7

No Vocational Education .1 1.3 2.9 5.5 10.5 2.3

.2 2.6 3.2 7.5 1.6

Total .4 1.0 3.2 5.7 10.4 2.3

.3 .3 2.5 3.6 7.2 1.5

The entries In the table are the difference between tie reported productivity index of a

new worker with specified experience andovocationaf training and the reported productivity

index of a typical now hire in that same job. The top entry in each cell gives the dif-

ference for the first two weeks. The second entry in the cell reports. the difference for

the next ten weeks of employment.



TAN I A-6

PRODUCTIVITY INDEX DIFFERENTIAL IN THE FIRST TWO WEEKS BY

AMOUNT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Years of Months of Relevant Work Experience

Vocational Education Zero 1-12

Less Than One Year -0.9 -0.2

(71) (61)

One Year 2.5 -1.2

(95) (50)

Two Years -1.1 0.2

(118) (62)

More Than Two Years 2.7 0.4

(67) (3k.)

No Vocatignal Education 0.1 1.3

13-36 37-95 96+ Total

3.1 8.3 5.8 1.9

(42) (25) (19) (224)

3.7 10.4 22.7 3.2

(40) (11) (11) (213)

3.4 5.5 7.5 1.3

(51) (25) (23) (295)

2.3 2.0 7.2 2.9

(29) (15) (18) (183)

2.9 5.5 10.5 2.3
(661) (348) (342) (209) (186) (1985)

0.4 1.0 3.2 5.7 10.4 2.3

(1177) (586) (545) (304) (288) ()_9-t)'
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TABLE A-7

PRODUCTIVITY INDEX DIFFERENTIAL IN THE SECOND TEN WEEKS BY

AMOUNT OF VOCATIONAL EDUCATION

Years of Months of Relevant Work Experience

Vocational Education Zero 1-12 13-36 37-95 96+ Total

Less Than One Year 0.5 0.5 0.8 7.8 7.1 2.1

(68) (60) (40) (24) (19) (216)

One Year 0.5 -3.2 4.8 7.9 13.5 1.4

(92) (50) (38) (11) (10) (207)

Two Years -0.4 -0.1 1.9 2.6 3.2 .7

(121) (61) (49) (24) (22) (293)

More Than Two Years 1.4 0.7 0.4 1.1 5.5 1.8

(65) (36) (29) (15) (18) (180)

No Vocational Education 0.2 0.5 2.6 3.2 7.5 1.6

(748) (338) (336) (206) (180) (1945)

Total 0.3 0.3 2.5 3.6 7.2 1.5

(1158) (573) (426) (302) (278) (2920)
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APPENDIX B

THE GALLUP ORGANIZATION'S REPORT ON SURVEY PROCEDURES
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INTRODUCTION

This is the second wave of a survey of employers designed to

measure knowledge, utilization and job retention by employees hired

under the tax incentive and employment training programs. For this

study, efforts were made to contact a total of 5,421 employers who

had been interviewed in 198u ..or wave one of the survey. Potential

respondents were first contacted by letter, were then called and asked

to make an appointment for an interview, and were then interviewed at

the scheduled time. An unlimited number of calls were made to each

potential respondent in an effort to complete an interview. An effort

was made to conduct a very short form of the questionnaire with respon-

dents who refused to participate.

Part way through the interviewing, Gallup believed that sufficient

money was available in the budget to conduct supplementary interviews

with a new sample. A total of approximately' 1,000 supplementary names

were given to Gallup. However, due to the inability to confirm full

addresses and telephone numbers for a substantial number of these

interviews and due to the fact that a large percentage were duplicates

of the original sample, the supplementary sample resulted in only 400

useable names. All names sent letters were contacted by Gallup. How-

ever, because the interviewing budget was exceeded, interviewing on

the supplementary sample was stopped before the effort was exhausted.

47
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PART II

SURVEY PROCEDURES
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OHIO STATE SURVEY OF EMPLOYERS 1982

Summary of Procedures

I. Initial Contacting of Respondents

A. Letter, Worksheet and endorsement by NFIB sent to each. Mailed
in waves of about 830.

B. Successive mailings repeated at about three wee?. intervals.

II. Interviewing

A. Executive interviewers trained for 3 days by Nancy Nygreen.

1. Pre-test- The same procedures were used for the pretest
interviews as required for the survey, including
advance letters, tracking (when necessary), calling
to confirm receipt of the letter and to set an
appointment for an interview, scheduling call-backs
(when necessrlry, and conducting the interview.
Four telph' ,:/z.rviewers completed three or four
intervie ,, At the completion of these inter-
views, the ud:-22 Project Director met with the pre-
test interviewers and the Director of telephone
interviewing for a debriefing.

2, Read Q.drafts for correcting.

Practiced interview with one another to become familiar withPracticed
jnstrument.

4. PrPared materials in notebook.

a. Contact sheet prepared for every letter sent.

b. 'Disposition code sheet.

c. Card A Target site listing.

B. Two weeks fol).awing initial mailing contacting and interviewing began.

1. Each interviewer responsible for own assignments (Supervisor
coordinated call-backs and appointments in event of illness
or absence.)

2. Final dispositions other than completed interview reined in
notebook until determination could be made.

3. Decision was made not to stop at 4 or 8 calls if interviewer
felt progress still could be made by continuing. (increase
costs incurred by .this decision.)

N.
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4. Any respondent not receiving letter (or not recalling same)
was sent another mailing and a follow -up call :lade about
10 days later. (In some instances of repeated failure to
have letter delivered properly, a "turn receipt requested"
certified mailing was used with comIderable silc:css (and
cost) ). It is estimated that almost 2,000 a.:itional mailings
were required.

5 Several weeks following a refusal response, nearly all re-
spondents were recalled by another interviewer to:

1. attempt an interview or

2. complete a short form questionnaire. This proved
successful in about one-third of the attempts but
was stopped by budget constraints.

Interviewing resulted in: 3,842

";,411 original interviews

300 short form conversions

131 supplemental interviews

6. Total interviewing = 13,800 hours for a net production rate of 1
interview per 3.6 hours of interviewing time. (Supervision,
monitor and edit time included in production rate calculations).

50
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C. Monitoring Quality Control -

1. By silent monitor, every interviewer was monitored
during the'first three days of their interviewing
on this thereafter assignment, and regularly at random.
Total monitored equaled 10% of all completed inter-
views. For 5% of monitored interviews a written com-
parison questionnaire was filed and reviewed for
accuracy and quality. For all monitored interviews
a graded evaluation sheet is completed and a complete
file of each interviwer's mo4itor report is kept.

D. Editing

1. First done by interviewer

2. Follow up editing was responsibility of supervisor. Any
missing information was obtained by a recontact with
respondent. (This was rarely necessary, however).

E. Summary Information

1. Contact sheet of every completed interview xeroxed for
inclusion in consecutive number notebook.

2. All contact sheets placed in order and key punched as
to final disposition.

F. Tracking Procedures Follow...

jf
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MEMORANDUM

TO: Nancy Nygreen DATE: 6/16/82

FROM: Ann Osborne JOB NO.: 608213

SUBJECT: Tracking Procedures for Ohio State Survey COPIES:

Following are the tracking procedures used to determine the
status of those companies interviewers were unable to con-
tact using the telephone numbers from the 1980 survey:

1. The telephone number on the contact sheet was dialed
to confirm disposition.

2. In all instances the status of incorporated companies
was provided by the Secretary of State, Corporations
Division. If the company was listed in good standing,
the name and address of its agent was obtained who
was inturn able to provide the company's correct ad-
dress and telephone number.

3. An attempt to determine the status of non-incorporated
companies was first made through directory assistance.

4. If directory assistance had no listi for the company,
the ,local Chamber of Commerce was coLsected. In most
instances, the Chamber of Commerce could provide the
company's correct address and phone number; however, o'c-
casionally the Chamber of Commerce only had a record of
those companies registered with them and could provide
no definite information as to the company's status.

5. When the needed information could not be obtained from
the Chamber of Commerce, the local municipal offide
was contacted to check whether the company had renewed
its business license.

6. If the municipal office could not provide company status,
the .local library was ca.:.2A and asked to check their
library directory of



- 2 --

7. As a last resort, the Better Business Bureau was
contacted to check whether they had received any
complaints about the company as a result of their
closing or moving.

All new telephone numbers of companies still in operation
were dialed and verified as correct before being sent to
the Interviewing Department.
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Some of the following are the contacts most productive in tracking:

Florida Pensacola Chamber of Commerce (904) 353-0300
Better Business Bureau (904)438-4087

IA - Secretary of State Corporate Division (515)281-5864

Ohio,Toledo- Chamber of Commerce (419)243-8191

Alabama, Birmingham Secretary of State (205)832 -5355

MO, Higginsville - Chamber of Commerce (816)584-3030
Carrolton Chamber of Commerce (816)542-3400

Colorado, Greeley- Chamber of Commerce (303)352-3566

Texas, San Antonio Chamber of Commerce (512)229-2130
Corpus Christi Chamber of Commerce (512)882-6161

Better Business Bureau (512)225-5833

WA,Aberdeen Chamber of Commerce (206)532-1924
Centralia Chamber of Commerce {206)736-3161

VA- Chamber of Commerce (703)679-0961
(703)889-1798

OHIO STATE TRACKING

LA Chamber of Commerce Baton Rouge (504)387-1400
Chamber of Commerce New Orleans (504)527-6900

Better Business Bureau (504)926-3010

Kentucky Pikeville Chamber of Commerce (606)432-5504

54
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MONITOR'S INTERVIEWER EVALUATION SHEET

Interviewer's Name: Booth R

Date: Shift: Job I

(or: Home Ext..11

(Circle appropriate rating: 1 = Superior Z = Good 3 = Adequate 4 = Poor
= Completely- unsatisfactory

1. NTRODUCTION overall rating:

only None

1 2 3 4 5

Identification given: full name 1st

Said "Gallup Organization': yes no said "Poll"

Read introduction correctly- 1 2

(Comments

)

2. BALLOT overall rating: 1 2 3 4 5

reads questions correctly 1 2 3 4 5

skips correctly 1 2 3 4 5

probes degrees (i.e., "a great deal", "somewhat") 1 2 3 4 5

open-end probes 1 2 3 4 5

demographics 1 2 3 4 5

Verifies Phone Number: yes no

3. LEADING RESPONDENT (does not lead) overall rating: 1 2 3 4 5

leads by rephrasing question 1 2 3 4 5

leads on open-ends 1 2 3 4 5

leads on degree probes 1 2 3 4 5

leads by assuming information (e.g., race, income level) 1 2 3 4 5

4. COURTEOUS TO RESPONDENT 1 2 3 4 5

5, VOICE overall rating: 1 2 3 4 5

diction 1 2 3 4 5

excessive use of "o. k. ", "uh-huh", etc. 1 2 3 4 5

6. WAS A CALL NEEDED TO "206" ON THIS INTERVIEWER? Yes No

(if "yes", record time and supervisor spoken to

7. ADDITIONAL COMMENTS: No Yes (see other side)

8. FOR ALL NEW INTERVIEWERS: Do you feel this person is can be cannot be

a good interviewer? (Comments:

Monitor:
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III Coding

A. Interviews checked in in batches of 5 by consecutive
interview number.

B. Coding required about 25 minutes per interview with 10 minutes
additional for occupational coding. (Even after interviewers
added questions for description of company).

C. Military code also posed a problem for the coding department
(difficult to get exact information from respondent).

D. Open-end questions Most were pre-coded on the questionnaire so
that interviewers' verbatim was merely coded by coders. All digit

responses were checked for accuracy and lead 0's recorded if
omitted.

E. Errors in editing were sent back to interviewers to recontact
respondent. (This occured in very few instances, however).

F. A codebook was developed to specify card and column location of
each variable. This was done for each of the three forms of
the questionnaire.

G. Look-ups- Any inconsistencies in final data were looked up in
original documents as these were put in numerical order at
completion of key-punching.



DATA pRoassING

1. Codebook by CoheniCberheim

-7 Only to tape

.. Clean data

. Analysis of response rates

S. All callback information keypunched

6. Interview precoded and precolumned

7. Er.3.:ting

Interviewer
Telephone supervisor
Coding staff

CODING

As...-. 25 minutes per interview for coding

10% checked by Ind coder

2. Detailed occupation code

3. Open ends - Coding with Cohen/Nygreen

4. Lists kept of verbatim, misc., 2% of sample gives same responseresults in new code with recoiled prior interviews

5. Open ends based on minimum of 200 responses

6. Coding by teams, questions assigned to groups of coders

=TRY
(:.) 10% verification of demo's

(b) 10% of rest of interview

CT=ANING

(a) Cut-of-range

(b) Internal consistencies
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APPENDIX C

THE GALLUP ORGANIZATION'S SURVEY INSTRUMENT
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GALLUP SOCIAL SCIENCP, RESEARCH GROUP

March 22, 1982

53 Bank Street
P.O. Box 310

Princeton, N.J. 08540
(609) 924-9600

The National Center for Research in Vocational Education at Ohio State
University and The Gallup Organization, Inc. are conducting the 1982 phase of a
national survey of employers. The study measures the impact of various government
programs on the quality of the work force and the business environment in your
community. This study has received the endorsement of the National Federation of
Independent Business and is being funded by the National Tnstitute of Education.

Your company participated in this study in 1980, and you, should have received a
report on the preliminary study findings. Your participation in this current study is
essential if the results are to accurately reflect the impact-of government programs
on companies like yours. In appreciation of your participation you will receive a
summary of the study by next year.

An executive interviewer from The Ge:lup Organization, Inc. will contact you.
within two weeks to conduct an interview. The enclosed worksheet will help you -
prepare for the interview.

All information you provide will be kept strictly confidential; neither you nor your
company will be identified by name in the study findings. Your responses will be
combined with thc..;e of many other organiiations from across the country and Sled for
statistical purposes only.

If you have any questions regarding this study, or if you would like to call The
Gallup Organization, Inc. to request an interview, please feel free to z.11 (collect) one
of the Gallup project directors for this study:

Dr. Mitchell Cohen 609-924-9600 Ext. 226
Dr. Nancy Nygreen 609-924-9600 Ext. 265

I would like to thank you in advance fOr your participation in this study.

Sincerely,

/ /

MEC/da
Enc. i

Mitch.:., 7. C ohen, Ph.D.
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NATIONAL INTERVIEW OF EMPLOYERS - 1982

WORKSHEET

Below is an outline of the topics we will ask about in the interview. Some of the

questions may r quire that you look up information in your files. Where appropri-

ate, please note this information in the spaces provided on the worksheet.

1. We will inquire about: The number of employees you have or had:

currenti
- December 12,1981
- July 1, 1981
- December 12, 1980
- July 1, 1980

2. Change in unit sales over past two yars.

3. The number of employment inquiries and your employment practices during

the
10 working days before the interviv. We will ask how many persons inquired

about jobs were interviewed, and were offered jobs.

4. During all of 1981, how many employees were hired , fired , quit

5. The next set of questions compares two employees in the same job one with

vocational training in a school setting prior to working for your company and

one without vocational training in a school setting.

The first employee is the last new employee your company hired prior to

August 1981.

The second employee is a klvorker in the same position as the first employee

but with the opposite vocational training background.

For all these questions it does not matter whether Person 1 or Person 2 is still

employed by your company. However, it is essential that Person 1 be the last

new employee hired...2ELQT to August 1981 to insure that every company uses

the same process to select Person 1.

6. For Person 1 and Person 2 we will ask:

A. First name (This only to make it easier to refer to

that person during th interview.)

13. :la, title and duties

C. Amount of training necessary

D. Previous military and school-provided training

7. For the position that Person 1 was hired to fill, we will ask:

A. The number of openings for position at the time of hiring

B. The number of applications made this position

C. The number of job offers made

D. Average salary in this position
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8. Next we will ask about your experience with employee tax credit programs for
two periods between January 1980 and September 1981 and between
October 1981 and today. These tax credit programs are the Target Job Tax
Credit (TJTC), Work Incentive Tax Credit (WIN) and On the Job Training
Programs (OJT).

For these programs we will ask the number of applicants who were eligible,
the number of hires, and the number of certifications.

Number applicants eligible
Number of new hires eligible

mber of certifications

TJR/WIN OJT

Thank you for your time. We will be calling in the next 2 weeks.
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CHIO STATE EMPLOYER SURVEY - O 3213

1: :3: 6-13

=LE: 40-J9

PL.2kCE

LABELS 7!E'C1E: 64-7:

HERE 3-=
7J-77

79-ao=o:

flEY :7: 2-J

.7AVE 0' E.M.Pr.7.1S1E7T: 6-34
:D63: 35-39
=7: 60-76

Nmber of calls (circle one)

4 calls
3 calls 2

Corrected Name/Address (If different from label)

COMPANY NAME:

CDCPANY ADDRESS

PHONE:

2nd NAME:

1.1.7CIE IN S

T:TLE:

CLL DATE TThiE

C..1 1-4st:
44P2' 2:

TITLE

D I SPOS IT ION CaME\IT C.16 ZL .7:771 rD: 2-3

77-73

79-80=02

.10/DAY a 6-.3

9-10

3. p 11-12

a
. 16-:7

15-10

a 20-22
23-24

3 25-;:f:"

a 27-2:7

3C-3:
4 _ p 3;!-33

.

.

a .)tt-oo

37-38
P 39-40

. a 41-43
44-45

6 p 46-47

a 4d-.5O

51-32
-

P 33-54

a

P fo..61

INTERVIE l V E R ' S X E

INTERIIISXER'S I.D. 64

71
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ki 17 Ili Nation:-4 i...cieration of
Inderrar:fs4.rt Business

CFriCE CF

Dear Businessman/Businesswoman:

A you !=ow, the federal government runs many programs that
have an impact on our labor markets. We need to have good
information about the immaCt of such programs so that existing and
proposed.prograns can be more sensibly designed. In the near future
You will have the opportunity to participate in the evaluation of
some of these programs.

In a fey days an employee from The Gallup Organization,
Inc., a national survey- organization, will contact your fir= and ask
you to provide some information about your labor force and your
experience in trying to hire qualified employees. The results of
the study will be analyzed by a staff of researchers from the
National Center for Vocational Education at Ohio State University.
Your participation will be completely anonymous, although the
results of the overall survey will be made public.

Your firm has been selected at random from a list of
businesses in your area, thus your responses scientifically
represent the experiences of these firms. I am writing this letter
to as you to take the time to help provide the necassary data far
this important evaluation study. Your participation is crucial if
the experiences of companies like yours are to have an inoact on
government policy.

Johnson
2171B ?resident

11-54
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C.4

SOFFNER .7EW IL': 2-5

1982 National Survey of Drroloyers CO 3213

TIME KRFFNER STARTED

TL ME SCREENER ENDED (S12)

LENGTH OF SCREENER

Attach label here
when screener is completed

MINUTES 8-7

Respondent Name: 8-13-31

Company Name:

CONFIRM CON P.MY N...:\ME AND COMPANY ADDRESS

Is this (NAME OF COMPANY)?

Yes -CONFIRM CQMPANY ADDRESS. THEN GO TO S4.

No -CONFIRM COMPANY WSINESS. THEN ASK Q.S2

Is your ,,.:idress still (READ FROM LABEL) IF NEW ADDRESS,

RECORD:

52. Did this company ever operate under the name of (NAME OF COMPANY)?

Yes GO TO S4

No - ASK S3

S3. VERIFY PHONE NUMBER AND LENGTH AT THAT NUMBER.

Is this (READ. PHONE NUMBER)?

Yes

No

How long has that been your telephone number?

THANK RESPONDENT AND
_TERMINATE. RECORD "12"
ON CONTACT SHEET.

S4. May I please speak with (NAME FROM CONTACT SHEET)?

(IF (Ni) NO LONGER WITH CONTANY OR CHANGED POSITION ASK:

May I speak with the person who is in the position (N ME) was in 1980/the

person who handles the hiring for your company)?

IF (NAME) OUT OF OFFICE FOR A FEW MINUTES OR ON PHONE ASK TO HOLD.

Yes - ASK SS

'CRECORD REASON. TRY TO DEir.RMINE IF INTERVIEW

CAN 3E CONDUCTLIJ). 1 TERMINATE.
RECORD C;4

aol
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S5. WHEN RESPONDENT bR SECRETARY IS ON PHONE:

Hello, my name is and I am calling from The Gallup Organi-
zation in Princeton, New Jersey. Gallup and the National Center for Re-
search in Vocational Education (located at Ohio State University*) are con-
ducting the 1982 national survey of employers. You should have received a
letter describing the study. Did you receive the letter? (CIRCLE RESPONSE)

Yes (GO TO S7) 1

No (READ S6)

S6. The primary objective of the study is to measure the impact of various govern-
ment programs on the quality of the work force and the business environment
in your community.

Your company participated in this study in 1980, and your participation this
year:will assure the results of this study will accurately reflect the im-
pact of government programs on the work force. All information you provide
will be kept strictly confidential: neither you nor your company will be
identified by name in the Study. .findings. Within a.year you.will be sent a
summary report of the findings of the study.

S7. Was (NAME OF COMPANY) in business in (TARGET AREA) with at least one paid
employee at any time since January, 1980?

Yes :ASK S8 1

No TERMINATE 2

DK ASK S8 8

NA ASK S8 9

(14)

58. Since October, 1979 has (NV OF COMPANY) added or closed any new esta-
(PROBE FOR ADDED

(15)

blishments, divisions, or facilities
OR CLOSED.)

Yes, added ASK S9

Yes, closed....ASK S9

Both added and closed
ASK S9

No GO S10

DK GO TO S10

N ; A GO TO S10

in (TARGET AREA)?

1

3

4.

8

9

Read only for sites 1, 11, 12, 51
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S9. How many have been (added/closed)?
16-27

NUMBER ADDED" 'UMBER CLOSED: 13-19

DK 98 DK 98

NA 99 NA 99

S10. Can I obtain information about hiring procedures for all of your company's
establishments in (TARGET AREA) from you?

Yes GO S13 1

No (-71 2

DK 8

NA 9

S11. Please give me the name and address of each of your company's establish-
ments in (rARGET'AREN) and the name and phone number of the person most
familiar with hiring practices information in each.

1.

3.

NAME AND ADDRESS NAME AND PHONE NUMBER
OF ESTABLISHMENTS OF CONTACT PERSON

20

NON?

IF NO IN S10 AND NAMES GWEN IN Sll, GIVE INTERVIEW TO SUPERVISOR Al.thR CON-
DUCTING INTERVIEW.

(GO TO S13 UNLESS R VOLUNTEERS NOW IS NUT A GOOD TLMB READ:)

S12. I'd like to make an appointment to conduct the interview. hhat would be a
convenient time? (RECORD TIDE ON CONTACT SHEET).
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START OF INTERVIEW

S13. Does your company have any divisions or subsidiaries located other than in
(TARGET AREA)?

Yes kSK S14. 1

No GO TO S15 2

DK ASK S14 8

NA -k.SK S14 9

21

S14. What would you estimate the total number of full-time and part-time employees
is in all the divisions and subsidiaries of your company? Is it roughly:
READ =: (IF DK, PROBE: Just your best guess.)

1.to 49

50 to 99

100 to 499

500 to 2000

More than 2000

NONE - VOLUNTEERED

DK

NA

1

2

3

4

5

6

8

9

22

S15. In the following two questions, when I say "your company," I am referring
to those divisions, plants, or subsidiaries in (TARGET AREA) that were re-
ported by your company, in the previous interview, to employ
employees in December, 1979 and employees in July, 1979.

S16. Does your company in (TARGET AREA) use independent contractors?

Yes 1

No 2

DK 8

NA 9

23
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S17. How many employees both full and
part-time did your company employ
in (TARGET AREA during the follow-
ing periods. Do not include inde-
pendent contractors. You may want
to refer to the worksheet we sent
MI: -Haw many are employed...
(READ LISTi...

A. Currently 24-23

RECORD NUMBER

Some, DK 99996

None 99997

DK 99998

NA 99999

How many were employed:

B. The week of December 12, 198? 29-33

RECORD NUMBER

Some, DK# 99996

None 99997

DK 99998

NA. 99999

C. The week of July 1, 1981?

D. The week of December 12, 1980? 39-13

RECORD NUMBER

Some, DK# 99996

None 99997

DK. . 99998

NA 99999

34-38

E. The week of July 1, 1980?

77
70

RECORD NUMBER

99996

None i 99997

DK 99998

NA 99999

RECORD NUHBER

Some, DK:4 99996

None 99997

DK 99998

NA 99999
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518. Approximately what percentage of your
workforce is under 2S years of age?

S19. Two years ago approximately what per-
centage-of your workforce was under
ZS years of age?

S20. Has there been any change since i779 in
the percentage of your non-supervisory
workers that are covered by collective
bargaining agreements?

S21. What is the current percentage of your
non-supervisory workers that are
covered by collective bargaining?

S22. By what percent did the average hourly
wage rate of non-supervisory workers
increase in t5e--2-year period between
December 1979 and December 1981?

S23 After adjusting for price changes in
your product, were your unit sales in
1931 higher, lower or about the same
as in 1979?

S24. Again adjusting for price increases,
approximately what was the percentage
change?

71

Some, )F

None

DK

\ZA

0(16

')97

Some, DK# 996

None 997

DK 998

NA 999

Yes (ASK S21) 1 5,5

No (GO TO S22).:. 2

DR (ASK S21) 3

. . (ASK S21) 9

RECORD NUMBER

DK 993

NA 999

56-58

INCREASE

Decrease-Volunteered 996 52-61

No Change 997

DK 998

NA 999

Higher (ASK S24)... 1

Lower (ASK S24)... 2 tI2

Same (GO TO 101). 3

DK (GO TO 101). S

NA (GO TO 101). 9

RECORD 4

Some, DK# 997

DK 998

NA 099
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Date:

C. 5 1-bZ ^7E'T ID: 2-5
OLD ID: 6-13 14 -38b1

Time started
Time ended
Length

PART A: Past Ten Day and One Year Experience

This first series of questions concerns information on general hiring

practices. You may want to refer to the worksheet sent you in the last two
weeks.

101. Generally speaking how
difficult or easy would you say

it is to find reliable unskilled
workers at "reasonable" wages in

your location? (READ LIST)...

102. How much do you agree with
the following statement:
much as possible I try to
avoid having to deal with

government bureauc.ats.
(READ LIST)...

As

Very difficult 1

Somewhat difficult, 2

Not very difficult, or 3 .12

Easy 4

DK 8

NA ... 9

Strongly agree 1

Somewhat agree 2

Strongly disagree, or...' 43

Somewhat disagree

with that statement 4
DK................ 8

9

103. The next series of questions refers to the last ten workdays. During

the last 10 working days, has your organization (READ LIST)...

A. Asked for any referrals from ,lob

N es No DK NA

Service? 1 2 3 9 44

B. Asked for referrals from a union
or an employment agency? 1 2 8 9 45

C. Advertised any jobs in the paper? 1 2 3 9 46

D. Displayed a help wanted sign? 1 2 8 9 47

E. Announced to current employees
that vacancies were expected? 1 2 8 9 48

F.
,

Made any other effort to
attract ',do applicants (IF YES,
SPECIFY

1 2 8 9

72

70-



104. During the past ten days,

how many telephone calls
did you and your personnel

office receive from people
seeking work? Do not include
calls from employment agencies.

105. How were these callers generally
treated? Were they encouraged
to come in to fill out a job

application, encouraged to
fill out a job application

only if they had skills

related to a job opening, or
generally discouraged not to
come in to fill out an

application?

106. During the past ten days,

about how many people came
to your company looking for
work? (IF DK PROBE: Just
your best guess.)

107. How many people filled out an
application? (IF DK PROBE:
Just your best guess.)

108. How many people were interviewed?
(IF DK PROBE: Just your
best guess.)

73

(ASK 105)

RECORD NUMBER
Some, but DKII(A5K 105)996

None (GO TO 106) 997

DK (ASK 105) 998

NA (ASK 105) 999

Generally encouraged 1

Encouraged 11 skills 2

Discouraged.. 3

NEITHER

DK a
NA 9

(ASK 107) ,

RECORD NUMBER
Some, DKII(ASK r0119996
None (GO TO 108) 9997

DK (GO TO 108).. 9993

NA (GO TO 108).. 9999

RECORD NUMBER
Some, . 9996
None ...... 9997

9998
NA 9999

(ASK 109) ,

RECORD NUMBER

Same, DKii(ASK 109)9996

None (GO TO 110)... 9997

DK ( ASK 109) 9998
NA ( ASK 109) 9999

80

V al

54-57

5d-d7



109. Of those interviewed, how.
many did you call in based

on information you obtained
from a Tmeviouslv filed

written application?
(IF OK PROBE: Just your

best, guess.)

_, c) ')
:"-..F Y:1D NUMBER

Some, DKfr '36.

None 997

DK 998

NA 999

110. During the last 10 working days, 39-7:

how many job offers did you make? RECORD NUMBER

Some, . 996

None 997

DK 998

NA ... 999

111. Ten working days ago,
how many vacancies did you RELORD NUMBER

have that you wanted to fill Some, DK /.. 9996

immediately with a new None 9997

employee? (IF DK PROBE: DK 9998

Just your best guess.) NA. 9999

"VACANCIES" EXCLUDE:

- JOBS FILLED BY RECALL, TRANSFER,
PROMOTION, DEMOTION OR RETURN
FROM LEAVE

72-75

- JOBS UNOCCUPIED BECAUSE OF
LABOR MANAGEMENT DISPUTES 76-73-437,

- :06 OPENINGS FOR WHICH "NEW" WORKERS
WERE ALREADY HIRED AND SCHEDULED TO
WORK LAT7...R 79-80-05

- JOB OPENINGS V6/M-1 FUTURE STARTING DATES ,o 6
:=32:

:JEW _: 2-4

112. Today, how many vacancies

for new employees do you RECORD NUMBER

have th.7* you want to fill
s(TF DK PRCBE:

Just your best guess.)

8
74

1

Some, DKit ...996
None 997

DK 998

NA 999

3-3

3



113. Then. m -- job open-
ings wl futuvestarting dates
for new employees do you have?
(IF' DK PROLE: Just your best
guess. Q.112 REFERS TO PRESENT.

VACANCIES. Q.113 REFERS TO FU-

TURE EXPEC111) VACANCIES).

11.2)":. The next series of crlestioris refer

114. Were any permanent or temoarar;
employees fired during 1981?
By fired we mean a termination

initiated by the employer for reasons
such as incompetence, absenteeism, or
insubordination.

115. Approximately how many employees

were fired? (IF OK PROBE:
:ust your best guess.)

RECORD NUMBER

Some, DK/i 996

None 997

DK. 998

999

to all of 1981.

Yes (ASK 115)---.1
No (GO TO 116)... 2

DK (GO TO 116)...8

NA.-- (GO TO 116)... 9

9

RECORD NUMBER

9996

OK 9998

NA. .9999

116. Did any permanent or temPorary Yes (ASK 117) 1

employees cult during 1981? No (GO TO 113)... 2

DK..(GO TO 11S) 3

-1...(GO TO 113) 9

BY QUIT WE. MEAN SEPARATON., INITIATED BY
rra EMPLOYEE FOR ANY REASON EXCFPT:

-RETIREMENT

-DEATH

-TRANSFER Tr.L) ANOTHER ESTABLISHMENT
IN YOUR COMPANY

- SERVICE IN THE ARID FORCIS

75 82

72



117. Approximately how many employees

quit during 1981? (IF DK PROBE:

:ust your best 3uess,)

118. How many of your current
employees were newly hired

by your company cturiiiii: 1981?

Current emplOyees are permanent,

tPfftnorary or seasonal erployees

who have never before been employed

by your company, and who are still

working for your company, (IF DK

PROBE: Just your best guess.)

119. How many employees were

newly hired in 1981, but

..re no longer with

your company?

(IF OK PROBE: :ust
your best guess. SUM OF Q.113

AND 2.119 SHOULD EQUAL TOTAL

NEW HIRES IN 1981 )..

76

--
RECORD NW ,.aER

Some, ....... 95C;

DK 9998

NA...,........, 9999

RECORD NI.,,MBER

Some, OKI"' 9996

None.-- 9997

DK.. ..... 9S'98

9999

RECORD Ni FMB::

Some, 99%

None ..41997
...... 9998

..... 9999

26-29



rdART B: LAST HIRED WORKER SECTION

I'd like to ask you to think of the last new employee your company hired prior to August
1981 7e.crarciless of whether that -.:erson is still emolovedbv your company. Pm going to
ask you some questions abo,..it that person and the positioli he or she was hired to fill.

201. To n ; t easier to refer
to 2r during the Male 1

into. please give me Female 2
his or her first name and DK 8
sex. NA 9

202A.What was the title of the job (NAME) was hired for? (PROBE FOR DETAIL)
(RECORD RESPONSE BELOW UNIDO Q 202B TITLE)

202B. What are the most important duties of the job? PROBE FOR SPECIFIC TYPE OF PRODUCT
WORIIiI) ON OR l'IITH.

TITLE:
37-45

DUTIES:

202C. that kind of company or business is (NAME OF COMPANY)?

OK 999999)98
NA 999999999

203. Before a neg...? employee starts work in this Yes

position, does your, compaly require a complete No 2

pre-employment physical paid for by the c:ompar.7? DK 8

NA 9

204. When interviewing It is required.. 1

applicants for this It's important, but
position, how important not required 2
is the previous school- Not too important 3
provided vocational

Not important at all 4
training in your hiring

DK
decision? (READ LIST)... NA 9

84

77

46

47



n the first three months of employment,
approximately how many total hours does a RECORD HOURS

typical new employee in NAME'S position hu.vE 97

spend away from normal work activities DK

filling out forms and being told about NA 99

the company history, benefits and rules?

206. During the first three months,
how many total hours does the RECORD HOURS

average nevi employee spend in NONE 997

training activities in which DK 998

he or she is watching other NA 999

people the job rather than
doing it himself?

?,:37. H. many,weeks does it take
a new employee hired for this
position to become fully trained
and qualified if he or she has no

previous experience in this job,
but has had the necessary
school-provided traininE?

RECORD WEEKS
NONE 997

DK 098

NA 999

208. How many of the skills learned by Almost all 1

new employees in this job are Most 2

useful outside of this company? Some

(AEAD LIST)... Or almost none 4

DK 8

NA 9

209. Focusing on the skills that are
useful outside your company, how

many other companies in the local
labor market have jobs that require
these skills? Would you guess
(READ LIST)...

78

k".1S than 5... 1

5 to 15 2

16 to 100 3

or over 100 4

DK 8

NA 9

48-49

50-52

53-55

ub

57



210. Does this job have a probationary
period during which the new
employee can be let go without too
much trouble if he or she is not

performing up to standard?

711. How many weeks does the

probationary period last?

212. (IF YES IN Q.210 READ: After the
Probationary period is over). How

muchAccumentation or paperwork is
required to fire an employee?
(READ LIST)

213. For people in this
position, what

is the basis

for promotion?
(READ LIST)...

214A..

3

If your company were
to permanently lay off
one third of its employees
in (NAME'S) position,

what would be the
basis for selecting
which employees would
be laid off? Wouleti.t be:
(READ LIST)

Yes (ASK 211) 1 53

No (GO TO 212) 2

DK (GO Te212) 8
NA (GO TO 212) 9

WEEKS

DK 98

NA 99

A great deal 1

Some 2

A little...... 3

No paperwork. 4

DK 000000 00000 3

9

5olely Sw.iority 1

Mai.n..y Seniority 2

Mainly Ability 3

some of both 4

NO FRICTION OPPOR:

TiJNITY (VOLUNTEERED) .. 5

DK

NA 9

59-60

5"

62

Solely Seniority (GO TO 215A)... 1 63

Mainly Seniority (GO TO 215A)... 2

Mainly Productivity (GO TO 215A) 3

SCNE OF BOTH (GO TO 215A) 4

DOWN GRADE (ASK 214B) 5

OTHER (SPECIFY)

(ASK 214B) 6

ONLY ONE WORKER (GO TO 215A)....

DK (GO TO 215A) 8

NA (GO TO 215A) 9

79



214B. What would be he basis for decg

(wno to demote/others response?)

215A. If Your company were to temporarily

lay off one third of its employees

in (NAME'S) position for a period of

only 3 months, what would be the basis

for selecting which employees would be

laid off? Would it be:

(READ LIST)...

215B. What would be the basis for deciding

(who to demote/other response?)

216. After a three month layoff, approxi-

mately what percent of laid off em-

ployees do you think either could

not be traceable or would refuse to

return? (READ LIST)...

64-69-bl

Solely Seniority.,

Mainly Seniority...

Mainly Productlit

SOME OF BOTH,

SOME OTHER RASIS

SPECIFY

1

3

4

3

9

70

DK

NA.

Solely Seniority (GO TO 216).. 1 72

Mainly Seniority (GO TO 216).. 2

Mainly Productivity (GO TO 216)S

SOME OF BOTH (GO TO 216).. 4

DEMOTIONS ASK 215B).... 5

SOME OTHER BASIS

SPECIFY (ASK 215B) 6

ONLY ONE WORKER (GO TO 216)... 7

DK (GO TO 216)... 8

NA (GO TO 216)...

Solely Send ity 1 72

Mainly- Seniority 2

Mainly Productivity 3

SINE OF BOTH 4

SOME OTHER BASIS

SPECIFY

DK 8

NA 9

0-10% 73

11-50% 2

31-60% 3

61-100% 4

DK 8

NA 9

217. If it were purchased today, what would Under $2,000 1 74

be the cost of the most expensive $2-510,000 2

machine people in (NAIL'S) position work $10,000- $50,000. 3

on or with? (READ LIST)...

80

$50-$200,000
4 75-73-bl
COL 79 =80 ='

$200,000pP 5 9

DK 8

NA 9



218. In what montn and year did (NAME)

begin working for your company?

219. Approxima.cely how many days was
it between the time you started
looking for someone to fill
the opening and the time (NAME)
started to work?

220k. Did you have any advance notice of
the existence of this opening?

;22(113. Approximately how many days

before yod needed a new

employee for (NAME'S)

position did you begin to look
for one?

221. How many openings did

have for this position

during the period when you
were hiring (NAME)?

222. How people applied
for this position?

223. How many applicants were
reference-checked with a
previous employer?

81

83

- 1 9

MONTH YEAR

DK

NA

1=1.91

NEW ID: 2-5

989998

999999

DAYS

Always looking 996

NONE/Did not have to look 997

DK 998

NA. 999

Yes... (ASK 220B) .... 1
No.... (GO TO 221) ... 2

. DK.. (GO TO 221) ...
NA... (g) TO 221) ...

6 -12

12-14

COL 15

16-17
RECORD DAYS

DK //

NONE , r37

DK

NA

I 18-21.

'.:7-.CORD NUMBER

DK# 9996

None 9997

OK 9998

NA 9999

22-25
RECO? NUMBER

Some, OK A. 9996

None..... 9997

DK......... 9998

NA 9999

I 26-29

RECORD NUMBER

First job 9995

Some, DK# 9996

None 9997

OK 9998

NA 9999



224. How many applicants were
interviewed for this position?

225A. To how many of these applicants

did you offer a job? (ANSWER SHOULD

.NOT BE NONE)

225E. How many of these applicants

accepted a job? (ANSWER SHOULD

NOT BE NONE)

225C. How many of those interviewed had

applied prior to this job-opening

and were called in for an interview

when the vacancy arose?

226. While hiring for this position, what

was the total number of man hours

spent by your company personnel re-

cruiting, screening, and 'interviewing

all aaplicants?

30-33

RECORD NUMBER

Some, DK,/ 9996

None 9997

DK 9998

NA 9999

34-36

RECORD NUMBER

Some, DK# 9996

DK 9998

NA 9999

37-40

RECORD NU ER.

Some, DKg 9996

DK 9993

NA 9009

41-44

RECORD NUMBER

Some. DK# 9996

None 9977

9998

NA 999

45-47

RECORD HOURS

Some, DK# 996

None 997

DK 998

NA 999



227. What was (NAME'S) age

at the time (he/she) AGE
was hired?

. DK 98

NA 99

228. What was the last year of
grade school, high school, RECORD NUMBER
or college (NAME) completed? DK 98
PROBE FOR ACTUAL NUMBER. NA 99
IF ONLY THE FOLLOWING ANSWERS
ARE GIVEN, RECORD THE CORRESPONDING
",UMBER:

( CCDIPLETE) GRANVIAR SCrEOL -08 COMPLETED COLLEGE -16
DzamPLErE HIGH SCHOOL -10 GRADUATE SMOOL INCOMPLETE _17
COMPLETE HITri SCHOOL -12 mAsTERS/LAW/MBA -18
INCOMPLETE COLLLUE -14 PH.D/MD /DDS -20

229. Was (NAME) in the military in last
5 ;

NOTE: THIS DOES NOT INCLUDE
MILITARY RESERVES.

230. Which service was (NAME) in?

Yes.... (ASK 230) 1

No.... (GO TO 233) 2

DK (GO TO 233) 8

NA (GO TO 233) 9

Army 1

Air force 2

Navy 3

Marines 4

Other(SPECIFY) 5

DK 8

NA. 9

49-50

57-52

53

211- '7 -any years was (he/she)
55 -56th .ot military?

RECORD YEARS

Some, DKi' 96

DK 98

NA 99

12

83

90



232. What was (his/her) job at the end
of (his/her) military service? JOB TITLE

DK 9998

NA 9999

.57-60

233. Prior to being hired, did

(NAME) receive any vocational
training in a school setting?

Yes.... (ASK 234A)

No (GO TO 235)

DK. (GO TO 235)

NA. (GO TO 235)

I

2

8

9

61

9 1 13

84



234A.Nhat was tie name of the most recent institution where (NAME) received (his/her)
vocational training prior to being hired? Please tell me the formal name of the
institution and whether it was a high school, junior college, vocational-technical
school, or a 4 year college.

(RECORD NAME)

PICK up NAME: ALPHA
C. 09

2_5 DK=8

6-79 Col.
79 -30= 08

High School 1

Junior College 2

Vocational-technical
school 3

4 year college 4

DK 8

NA 9

2346. Was this a public or private school? Public, 1 63

Private 2

DK 3

NA 9

234C. Did the vocational training course in less than 1 year 1 64

(NAME OF SCHOOL) last less than I year, I year 2
1 year, 2 years, or more then 2 years? 2 year 3

(IF arizRarny A STUDENT, ASK: How long 2 year + 4
had ( W,E) been in ai.ning course DK 8
prior to starting -re?) NA 9

234D. What year was thy: training at 19 65-66
(NAME OF SC1-100L) completed? RECORD YEAR

STILL :STUDENT 96

DK 98
NA. 99

234E. How related was the vocational training at Very (GO 70 244)
(NAME OF SCHOOL) to the job for which Somewhat, or(GO TO 244)2

67

(NAME) was hired? (READ LIST)... Not at all(GO TO 244).. 3
TO 2441

Q244 IS ON PAGE 13 NA CGO TO 244)
68-78-121
79-P0=97

85 9')



235. The purpose of the following questions is to compare (NAME 1) with

another employee you hired for the same or similiar position, but

with somel rpioriocational training in a school setting.

Please tell me the first name

and sex of the last person you

hired within the past 2 years for

(NAME'S) position who received

any vocational training in a

school setting.

Q.25LA IS ON PAGE 20

236. In what month and year did (NAME 2)

begin working for your company?

237. What was (NAME 2'S) age at

the time he/she was hired?

C.9
1=h1

NEW ID: 2-5

NAME 2

Male 1

Female 2

None hired in past 2 years

with training
(CO TO Q251A) 3

None else hired

(GO TO 251A) 4

DK (G° TO °251A) 8

NA. (GO TO Q2S1A)
9

- 1 9

MONTH YEAR
DK 989998

NA 999999

AGE

DK

NA.

238. What was the last year of

school, (NAME 2) completed? RECORD NUMBER

(PROBE FOR ACTUAL NUMBER. DK 98

IF ONLY THE FOLLOWING ANSWERS NA.. 99

ARE GIVEN, RECORD THE CORRESPONDING

NUMBER: (COMPLETE) GRANNAR SCHOOL -08

INCaTLETE HIGH SCHOOL

COMPLETE HIGH SCHGOL

INCOMPLETE COLLEGE

COMPLETED COLLEGE

GRADUATE SCrfOOL/ INCCMPLEIT

MASTERS/ LAZY/MB/

PH.D/DDS/MD

86

-10

-12

-14

-16

-17

-13

20

7-12

13-14

15-16



239. Was (NAME 2) in the military
in the past 5 years?

Yes.... (ASK 240)

No (GO TO 243) 2

17

DK (CO TO 243)-8
NA (CO TO 243)-9

240. Which service was (NAME 2) in? Army 1 18

Air force
Navy 3

Marines 4

Other(SPECIFY) 5

DK 8

NA. 9

241. How, many years was (he/she)

in the military?
19-2C

RECORD YEARS

Some, DK // 96

DK 98

NA 99

242. What was (his/her) job

at the end of (hisker)
military service?

21-24

JOB TITLE

DK 9998

NA 9999



?..13A. What was the name of the most recent where (NAME 2) received (his/her)

vocational training prior o being hired? Please tell me the formal n--le of the
in::;titution and whether it was a high school, junior college, vocational- ,..hnical

school,, or a 4 year college.

(RECORD NAME)

?ICI,: UP .VAME: ALPEA

C. 10

1-bZ

.VE:11.7): LYK=8 in

NAME: 6-78 Co Z.

79-80 = 10

243B. Was this a public or private school?

High School 1 25

Junior College 2

Vocational-technical
school 3

4 year college 4

DK 8

NA 9

Public 1 26

Private 2

DK 8

NA 9

243C. Did the vocational training course in less than I year 1

(NAME OF SCHOOL) last le:s than 1 year, I year 2

1 year, 2 years, or more t .,1 2 years? 2 year 3

(IF CURRENTLY A STUDENY -;;SK: !.,Elow long 2 year + 4

had (:',ME) been in a training course DK 8

prior to starting here?) NA 9

243D. What year w;,e- the training ar

(NAME OF SCHOOL) completed?

243E. How related was the vocational training at
(NAME OF SCHOOL) to the job for which

(NAME 2) was hired? (READ LIST)...

27

19 28-29

RECORD YEAR
STILL A STUDENT... 96

DK 98

x.7.4 99

Very (GO TO 251A) 1.

, or (GO TO 251A) . 2

Not at all (GO TO 251A) 3

DK (GO TO 2_51A)... Q

NA (GO TO 251A) 9

GO TO 251A PAGE. 20 GO TO 251--k PAGE 20

83

50

GO TO 251A PAGE 2n

17



3

244. The purpose of the following questions ii to compare (NAME 1) with
another employe you hired for the same or similiar position, but with
no prior vocational training in a school setting.

Please tell mt. the first name
and sex of the last person you
hired within the past 2 years for
(NA.NE 's) position who received
vocational training in a
school setting.

NAME 2.

Male 1

no Female 2

None hired in st
2 years with no vocational

training (GO TO 251A)3

None else hired

31

(GO TO 251A) 4

DK 8

NA 9

245. In what month and year did (NAME 2) - 1 9 32-37
begin working for your company? MONTH YEAR

DK 989998

NA... 999999

246. What was (NAME 2'S) age at

the time he/she was hired?
38-33

Ar
DK 98

NA 99

247. What was the last year of
40-41,grade school, high school,,

or college (NAME 2) completed?
RECORD NUMBER

DK 98

NA. 99

(CCMPLETE) GRAN1MAR SC-ICOL -08

INCOMPLETE HIGH SCHOOL -10

CatPLETE HIGH SCHOOL -12

INCthPLETE COI.LF.GE -14
CO!`,9LETED COLLEGE -16

GRADUATE SCHOOL/ INCCMPLE.TE -17

N(ASTE1S/ LAW.fEA/' -18

PH .D/DDSID -20

89

9



8. Was (NAME 2) in the military
in the past five years?

Yes.... (ASK 249). 1

No (GO TO 251A).2

DK (GO TO 251A) 8

NA (GO TO 25IA) 9

9. Which service was (NAME 2) in? Army 1 43
Air force 2

Navy 3

Marines 4

Other(SPECIFY) 5

DK 8

NA. 9

0. How many years was (he/she)
in the military?

44 -45
RECORD YEARS

Some, DK# 96

DK 98

NA 99

1. What was (his/her) job
at the end of (his/her)

46-49
JOB TITLE

military service? DK 9998

NA 9999

90



251A. FOR THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS, ASK EACH QUESTION FOR

NAME 1 AND THEN NAME 2. IF NO NAME 2 IDENTIFIED, ASK QUESTIONS

FOR NAME I ONLY.

252. Was (NAME) a friend or,

relative of a current
employee, a walk-in,
a respondent to a
newpaper ad, or a
referral?

253. What was the source
of the referral?
(DO NOT READ LIST)

20

NAME 1 NAME 2

Friend Friend
(GO TO 254) 1 (GO TO 254)

Relative Relative
(GO TO 254) 2 (GO TO 254) 2

Walk-in Walk-in

(GO TO 254) 3 (GO TO 254)

Newspaper Ad Newspaper Ad
(GO TO 254) 4 (GO TO 254) 4

Referral(253).. 5 Referral(253).. 5

DK(GO TO 254).3 DK(GO-TO 254).8

NA(GO TO 254).9 NA(GO TO 254).9

Emp. Service.... 01 Emp. Service. 01
Private Emp. Private Emp.
Agency--...... 02 Agency 02

CETA 03 CETA 03

Win/Welfare 04 Win/Welfare 04

Community Community
Based Org. Based Org.
(i.e., Urban (i.e., Urban
League 05 League .05

Other Employer 06 Other Employer 06
School.. 07 School 07

Union 08 Union 08

Friend 09 Friend 09

Relative 10 Relative 10

Other (SPECIFY) Other (SPECIFY)

11 11

DK 93 DK 98

NA 99 NA 99

91 9

5041

52-53/54-55



254. How many months of
experience in jobs that
had some application to
the position did
(NAME) have bi-fore

(he/she) started
working for your
company?

255. Was the job
supposed to be

temporary, seasonal or
permanent when you

you hired (him/her)?

256.

NAME I NAME 2

RECORD

MONTHS

Some, DK11.

RECORD

MONTHS

Some, DKh 996 996

None ...... ...997 None 997

DK 098 DK 998

NA 999 NA 999

Temporary I Temporary 1...........

Seasonal 2 Seasonal 2

Permanent 3 Permanent 3

DK 8 DK 8

NA 9 NA. .9

Is (NAME) still Yes (GO TO 253A) 1 Yes (GO TO 258A) 1

with your No (ASK 257)..... 2 No (ASK 257).. 2

company? DK (ASK 257) 3 DK (ASK 257) 8

NA (ASK 257) 9 DK (ASK 257) 9

257. How m:ny weeks did
(NAME) work for RECORD WEEKS RECORD WEEKS

your company? DK 98 DK 98

NA. 99 NA 99
(RECORD ON CHIT SIEET)

9,9

56-58/59-61

32/63

64/65

66-67/68-69

92 21



257A. Was (NAME'S) separation a

layoff, a discharge,
an induced resigna-
tion, or a voluntary
resignation?
(PEOPLE ARE "INDUCED

TO RESIGN" PRIMARILY

BECAUSE THEY WOULD BE

DISCHARGED OR BECAUSE

SUPERVISORS HAD EXPRESSED

DISSATISFACTION WITH THEIR PERFORMANCE.)

NAME 1:

Layoff 1

Discharge 2

Induced

Resignation 3

Voluntary

Resignation

Other 5

DK 3

NA 9

NAME 2:

Layoff 1

Discharge

Induced

Resignation 3

Voluntary

Resignation
Other 5

DK 8

NA 9

258A.The following questions ask about employee earnings. If possible,

please give earnings in hourly terms.

-253B. (NAltE I's) job paid (REZ LIST)

258C.What type of incentive is offered
(READ LIST).:.

259. What is the average hourly rate
paid to workers in (NAMELI's) position
who have had 2 years of experience

' in this job? Please include any

commissions, bonuses or incentive pay
in your estimate.

7

Hourly (GO TO 259)

By salary (GO TO 259)

100% commission

(GO TO 259)

Piece rate (GO TO 259)

1

2

3

4

Straight time or salary plus tips ,
incentives and commissions
(ASK 258C)..

DK (GO TO 259)

NA. (GO TO 259)

Commission

Tips

Group incentives

Individual incentives

DK

NA

5

8

9

DOLLARS CENTS

DK. 9998

NA °999

100
93

70/71

72

73

2

3

4 74-78=,::1

3 79-80=09
c.22

9 2-b Z.

.7EW ID: 2-5
6-9



NAME 1

260. What was (NAME'S)

starting hourly (GO TO 263) SL_

rate including
commissions, and

incentive pay?

NAME 2

(GO TO 263)5

DOLLARS CENTS

DK(ASK 261)-9998

NA(GO TO 263)9999

DOLLARS CENTS

DK(ASic 261)9998

NA(GO TO 263)9999

261. What was (NAME'S) $ 7

usual monthly salary DOLLARS

including commissions DK

and incentive pay NA

when (he/she) started
work? (RECORD IN

WHOLE DOLLARS, IF (NAME) WORKS

LESS THAN 1 YEAR BASE SALARY ON

NUMBER MONTHS WORKED.)

262. How many hours

did (NAME) usually HOURS

work a week?

NA.

263. What is NAME'S

current hourly wage (GO TO
including commissions
and incentive pay?
(EVEN IF NAME

HAS LEFT CO.)

DOLLARS

99998 DK 99998

99999 NA.-- ..... 99999

HOURS

98 DIC 98

99 NA. ... . . -.. 99

:551_ (GO

DOLLARS CENTS

DK(ASK 264)..9998

NA(GO TO 265)9999

OR, 'IF '(NAME) HAS LEFT COMPANY READ:
%hat was NAME'S hourly wage including tips,
commissions and incentive pay when he/she
legit your 'cumpany. (RECORD RESPONSE, THEN
SKIP.TO 265.

TO 265)S
DOLLARS CENTS

DK(ASK 264)9998

NA(GO TO 265)9999

264. What is (NAME' s)

current monthly salary,
including tips, ccmrni-

DOLLARS

DK 99998

DOLLARS

DK 99998

ssions and incentive pay? NA 99999 NA 99999

(IF NA,\E HAS LEFT ClPANY,

ASK: ',that was NANIE'S monthly

salary when he left the. company?)

94
101

1D-Z3/:4-17

15-22/L3-27

23-29/30-31

32-35/36-39

40-44/45-49

23



265.

NAME 1 NAME 2

How many hours

di:les/did (NAME) HOURS HOURS

usually work a week? GK 98 DK

NA 99 NA

266. Has (NAME)

received a
promotion, or
an upgrading

of (his/her) job

responsibilities
since being hired?

267. Approximately how
many months after
being hired did

(he/she) receive

the promotion?

Yes (ASK 267)............ 1

No (GO TO 263) ..2
DK (GO TO 268)....... 8

NA (GO TO 268) 9

268. Have you received

or do you expect

to receive a tax

credit or govern-

ment reimbursement

of part of your raining
costs for hiring (NAME)?

269. Did you know you

would be eligible

for this at the
time you hired
(NAME)?

24

98

.99

Yes (ASK 267)

No (GO TO 268) 2

DK (GO TO 268) 8

NA (GO TO 263) 9

RECORD MONTHS

DK 998

NA. 999

Yes(GO TO 269) 1

No (GO TO 271.A) 2

DK (GO TO 271A) 8

NA (GO TO 271A) 9

Yes(GO TO 271) 1

No (ASK 270) 2

DK (GO TO 271) 8

NA (GO TO 271) 9

95

RECORD MONTHS

DK........... 998
NA. 999

Yes(GO TO 269)..... 1

No (GO TO 27IA).... 2

DK (GO TO 27IA).. 8

NA (GO TO 271A).. 9

Yes(GO TO 271).. 1

No (ASK 270) 2

DK (GO TO 271) 8

NA (GO TO 271) 9

102

50- 51/52 -53

54/55

56-53/59-51

32/63

64/55



270. When did you learn
(NAME) was eligible?

-19 -19
MO YR MO YR

DK 999998 DK 999998

NA .999999 NA 999999

271. From which program TJTC 1 TJTC 1

is the money coming? WIN Tax Credit..2 WIN Tax Credit 2

CETA-OJT 3 CETA-OJT 3

WIN-OJT 4 WIN-03T 4

Other Government Other Government

Subsidy Subsidy

SPECIFY 5 SPECIFY 5

DK....8 DK 8

NA....9 ............Nik. 9

271A.The questions in this section ask about worker training and

supervision for NAME'S position.

Once we get started if you find it is necessary for me to talk to a supervisor for
that position please transfer me to him/her at the end
of this interview.

2713. IF YOU MUST SPEAK TO A SUPERVISOR ASK SECTIONS "C" AND "D". ASK

FOR SUPERVISOR AT END OF INTERVIEW. ASK 271C - 284.

2710.- Is there formal training, such as

self-paced learning programs or training

done by specially trained personnel, for

people hired in NAME's position, or is all

the training done as informal on the job

training?

6o'-77./72-77

78 = hi
79 = 1
80 = 1
C. 12
Zb 1

NEW ID: 2-5

6/7

Formal training . . .ASIC 272 . . .1

All informal . . GO TO 273 . 8

DK ASK 2-2 3

NA ASK '7'7 9

103
96 25



26

272. For the following questions we ask comparisons among NAMES 1 and 2

and your typical new employee in the sane position.

During the first 3 months of work what was the total number of hours
spent on formal training such as self-paced learning programs or
training done by snecially trained personnel, of . . .

A. Your typical worker in
9-11

(NAME'S) position. RECORD HOUR

Some, DK ft 996

None. 997

DK 998

NA 999

B. NAME 1

(RECORD VERBATIM RECORD HOUR
IF NOT IN HOURS; Some, DKit 996
DO CONVERSION IF None 997
CLEAR) DK 998

NA 999

C. NAME 2

(RECORD VERBATIM RECORD HOUR
IF NOT IN HOURS; Some, DKI/ 996
DO CONVERSION IF None 997
CLEAR) DK 998

NA 999

12 -14

15 -17

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS QUESTION 272A, B or C IN TERMS

OF DAYS, WEEKS OR MONTHS READ: You mean NAME received training B hours a

day for days/weeks/months?

97

10°



273. IF NCT ALREADY READ, READ:

In the following questions I am going to ask for comparisons

among NAnES 1 and 2 and your typical new employee in the same

position.

Now switching to informal training during their first 3 months of

work, what was the total number of hours management and line
supervisors spent away from other activities giving informal
individualized training or extra supervision to:

A. Your typical worker in 18 -20

(NAME'S) position. RECORD 1--IOUR

Some, DK# 996

None 997

DK 998

NA 999

B. NAME 1 (IF NOT THERE

FOR 3 MONTHS ASK: For RECORD HOUR

the period he/she was Some, DKI/ 996

there how many hours None 997

of informal training DK 998

did he/she receive?) NA 999

21-23

C. NAME 2 (IF NOT THERE 2d-26

FOR 3 MONTHS ASK: For RECORD HOUR

the period he/she was Some, DKI/ 996

there, how many hours None 997

of informal training DK 998

did he/she receive?) NA 999

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS QUESTION 273A, B, or C IN TERMS

OF DAYS, WEEKS OR 1.143NTHS READ; You mean WE received training 3 hours

a day for days/weeks /months'.

IF 273A, B AND C ARE DK ASK 274. OTHERWISE GO TO 277.

98 1 05 27



274. How many different management
and supervisory persons

give your typical employee in
(NAME'S) position informal
training?

275. About how many total days of

informal training does the typical

management level person spend

informally training your typical

new employee in (VANE'S) position?

276. How many hours each day does

the typical management person-si,ent
.

away from performing other duties

in order to informally train a

typical new employee?

28
99

27-28

RECORD NUMBER

Some, DKii 96

DK 98

NA 99

29-30
RECORD DAYS

Some, DKit, 96

DK 98

NA 99

31-32

RECORD HOURS
Some, DK/A 96

None 97

DK 98

NA 99

106



. 277. During the first 3 months of work.what was the total number of hours

co-workers who are not supervisors spent away from their normal work

giving informal individualized training or extra supervision to:

A. Your tybical worker in
(NAME'S) position. RECORD HOUR

Some, DK# 996

None 997

DK 998*

NA 999

B. NAME 1 (IF NOT THERE

FOR 3 MONTHS ASK: For RECORD HOURS

the period he/she was Some, DK# 996

there how many hours None 997

of informal training DK 998*

did he/she receive,' NA 999

C. NAME 2 (IF NOT THERE

FOR 3 MONTHS ASK: For RECORD HOUR

the period he/she was Some, DK# 996

there how many hours None 997

of informal training DK 998 *

did he/she receive?) NA 999

INTERVIEWER NOTE: IF RESPONDENT ANSWERS QUESTIOI: 2771, E or C IN TERNS

OF DAYS, WEEKS OR MONTHS READ: You mean NAIIE received training 8 hours

a day for days/weeks/months?
(*)

IF 277A, B AND C ARE ALL DK ASK 278. OTHERWISE GO TO 281.

100 .1.

33-35

36-36

39-41



278. How many different
co-workers give yam*
typical employee in

(NAME'S) position

informal training?

279. About how many total days
or informal training does the
average co-worker spend on
training your typical new em-
ployees in (NAME'S) position?

280. How many hours each day does
the average co- worker spend
away from performing other duties
in order to informally train a
typical new employee?

281. The last set of questions in this section
asks about employee productivity.

3C

RECORD NUMBER

Some, DK# 96

None 97

DK 98

NA 99

RECORD DAYS

Some, DK# 96

None 97

DK 98

NA 99

RECORD HOURS
Some, DK# 96

None 97

DK 98

NA 99

Please rate your employee on a productivity
scale of zero to 100, where 100 equals the maximum
productivity rating any of your employees (NAME'S)
position can attain and zero is absolutely no
productivity by your employee.

101
108

413-43

.14-45

46-47

f8-50bl



232. What productivity score would * 5.7.-53
you give your typical worker RECORD NUMBER
who has been in this. job for DK 993
2 years? (PROBE FOR NUMBER) NA 999

233. Now, for etch of the following time periods compare the productivity on this same scale
of (NAME /), (NAN,IE 2) and your typical worker in this position. What is the
productivity cf NAME /your typical worker) during (READ LIST) . . .

A. (i-iisiher) first 2 weeks
of employment?

B. From (his/het) 3rd
week to the 12 week
at work? (IF NAME 1/
NAME 2 LEFT CG ANY BEFORE

12th WEEK - Q. 2S7 - DO NOT

ASK Q. 283C)

C. ( DO NOT ASK FOR TYPICAL

WORKER) Today?

OR, IF NAME NO LONGER WORKS

FOR COMPANY READ: The last

week NA worked for your

comp y?

NAME 1 NAME 2 TYPICAL WnRKER

54-56/57-5a/60-62
RECORD # RECORD RECORD

NONE. . 997 NONE.. 99 7 NONE. . 997

DK. . 998 DK. . 998 DK..998

NA..999 NA..999 NA..999

6.7,-6.5/06-03/59-71
RECORD II RECORD # RECORD If
DK..998 DK..998 DK..998
NA..999 NA..999 NA..999

**

RECORD / RECORD //
DK..998

NA..999
DK..998

NA..999

233A.IF TYPICAL WORKER -15 LESS PRODUCTIVE
AFTER 2 YEARS (Q.232 IS LESS THAN Q. 233B, TYPICAL
WORKER*) ASK 234. OTHERWISE GO TO 234A.

109
102

72-74/75-77

73 31
79-80 =12

C..13

1 = 31.
1.7.- 2-5

31



32

234. Why has the productivity of the typical worker declined?

234A.IF NAME 1 IS LESS PRODUCTIVE NOW THAN IN 'HIS/HER 3-12 WEEKS (Q. 233C IS

LESS THAN Q. 2838**) ASK 285. ALL OTHERS GO TO SECTION "C".

285. Why has the productivity of NAME 1 declined?

First

Mention

Tried less hard (general) 10

-Probationary period ovr 11

Because union protects the worker 12

Because other worker sets bad example 13

Because bored or frustrated with job 14

Personal or health problems 15

Learns how to get away with less 16

Because of conflict with co-workers 17

Conflict with supervisors. 18

Not worker's fault (general) 20

Machine broke down 21

Poor training. 22

Poor supervision or organization 23

Change of supervisor 24

Change of work group , 25

Change in job assessment 26

Recession or bad luck 27

Health problem acts as limitation 28

Other 96

DK 98

NA 99

103

12-13

14-15

15-17

Second

Mention

Third

Mention

10 10

11 li

12 12

13 13

14 14

15 15

16 16

17 17

18 13

20 20

21 21

22 22

23 23

24 24

25 25

26 26

27 27

78 28

96 96

98 98

99 99
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